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In Our 1110th Year

'41111 Local Housing Authority
4towifr State's Most Segregated

GRAVES MEMORIAL COMMITTEE—Members of the Gilbert Graves Memorial Committee met a final time recently
to review their progress in the construction of the plaque at the west entrance of Murray State University's Roy
Stewart Stadium and the landscaping of the drive. Attending were,from left, Larry Bartlett, campus planner; Mancil
Vinson. director of alumni affairs; Max Hurt, committee chairman; Dr. Chad Stewart; Dr. Thomas B. Hogancamp: Dr.
L. I. Hortin; Auburn Wells lack Gardner: Clarence Lefler, director of physical plant; Bill Furgerson; Ty Holland; and
Dr. Harry M. Sparks.

Committee Discusses Further
Landscaping Of Graves Drive
The Gilbert Graves Memorial Cornnruttee reviewed its accomplishments
and discussed possible support for further landscaping the west side of
Gilbert Graves Memorial Drive at a recent meeting.
The committee, representing Murray
State University, MSU alumni and
Calloway County citizens, met at the
memorial at the west entrance of Roy
Stewart Stadium.
Graves was fatally injured on
Thanksgiving Day, 1924, during a Murray State football game with West Tennessee State Normal School.
Mancil Vinson, director of alumni affairs at MSU and secretary of the committee, noted that the first meeting of
alumni, citizens and friends of the
Graves family to plan the memorial
and memorial drive was held Jan. 8.

1969.
The committee, working with the
Alumni Executive Board, drafted a
resolution to be presented to the MSU
board of regents. The board approved
and authorized the memorial Jan. 25,
1969.
During the unveiling of the bronze
plaque and memorial at MSU's 1974
Homecoming, Max Hurt, 1968-69 Alumni Association president who is chairman of the committee, said, "The
memorial speaks of his untimely death
in defense and promotion of Murray
State — as a true Thoroughbred — and
it is fitting that the memory of his
sacrifice be kept alive with this
memorial.
'Gilbert Graves'fame will be known
by all," Hurt continued. "It will speak
of the unselfish devotion of all our

dedicated athletes," he said, noting
that Graves had made "the supreme
sacrifice."
At the recent meeting, committee
members expressed appreciation to
MSU President Constantine W. Curris;
President Emeritus Harry M. Sparks,
under whose leadership the project was
initiated; Clarence Lefler, director of
the MSU physical plant; and Larry
Bartlett, campus planner, for their
cooperation.
Committee members from the beginning of the project are: Ronald Churchill, Bill Furgerson, John Gregory,
Auburn Wells, Dr. L. J. Hortin, T.
Sledd, J. Matt Sparkman, Chad
Stewart, Dr. Thomas B. Hogancamp,
Ty Holland, Hurt, Bartlett, Lefler, Vinson and Sparks.

"Not As Serious As Earlier Believed"

Official Comments On MSU Transactions
The state deputy attorney general
said Monday that the transfer of the
Murray State University bookstore and
$40,613 of its income to the school's
private, non-profit foundation is not as
serious as earlier believed.
Deputy Attorney General Bob
Chenoweth stated that, after a close examination of the situation, the transaction appears to be a "transfer of operation of the bookstore" rather than a
'transfer of ownership" as a state audit
reports.
The audit, conducted by the office of
the state auditor of public accounts and
covering the fiscal year ending June 30,
1979, had stated the transactions were
in violation of state law and recommmended that they be rescinded. It also

stated that the university board of
regents has no authority to contribute
property, to a private, non-profit
organization.
Before taking any action, the university is seeking an opinion on the matter
from the attorney general's office, according to MSU president Constantine
W. Curris.
Curris said the transfer of the
bookstore was made to provide more
flexibility and to improve its operation.
He added that he and other Murray
State officials do not believe the transactions were illegal.
Jim Hall, executive assistant to Curris, said the university would not accept
the audit's recommendation if the attorney general's opinion was favorable.

Local Fire Officials Aid Benton
As Two Businesses Destroyed
Murray Fire Department officials
aided the Benton Fire Department this
morning as fire totally destroyed two
Benton businesses.
Destroyed were the Benton True
Value Hardware Co. and the King
Brothers Super Market, according to a
Benton Police Department spokesman.
The spokesman said the stores were

located side-by-side on East 12th Street
near the downtown area.
The fire started shortly before 10
a.m., the spokesman said. Cause and
origin of the blaze have not yet been
determined.
The spokesman added that it was not
known if any other buildings were
damaged.

An opinion is expected by the end of
the week, Chenoweth said. The attorney
general's office has been studying the
matter since the university submitted it
over a month ago.
Prior to the transfer, MSU retained
the net income from the store for up to a
four-year period to maintain proper
bookstore inventories, the audit said.
The audit added that after that
period, the net income was transferred
to the university's housing and dining
system to help retire the principal and
interest payments on a 1965 series of
revenue bonds.
The money in question normally
would have been transferred to the
housing and dining account for the
fiscal year ending June 30, 1979.
"Basically, the question is as to the
priority of the board of regents of
transferring the operation of the
bookstore to the foundation,"
Chenoweth said.
We knew when we made the
transfer that there were other foundations at universities that operate the
bookstores," Hall said. -The question is
the way in which we were doing the
transfer.
"Basically, we've just been asking
the appropriate people what we need to
do to make the transaction legal."

By DEBBIE N.LEE
Staff Writer
The Murray Housing Authority was
listed as the state's most segregated
public housing in 1979 in a report issued
Monday by the Kentucky Commission
on Human Rights.
The report, based on figures submitted to the commission by the local
authorities in July 1979, stated that
neither of the Murray Housing
Authority's two public housing sites
showed more than "token desegregation."
Only three of the 182 rental units in
the area encompassing Nash Drive,
Ellis Drive, Riley Court and Hurt
Drive, traditionally a white
neighborhood, were occupied by
blacks, while 21 of the 24 units in the
traditionally black neighborhood along
Cherry and Ash Streets were black occupied, the report shows.
The report gave the local housing

OPEC Agrees
On Need To
Cut Production
ALGIERS, Algeria (AP) — The 13
Organization of Petroleum Exporting
Countries tentatively agreed today on
the need to cut oil production, but Saudi
Arabia, the world's leading producer,
said it would not cooperate without an
accord on prices, Venezuelan Oil
Minister Humberto Calderon Berti
said.
Iranian Oil Minister Ali Akbar Mom far said after the first round of closeddoor talks that oil ministers had agreed
on the need to reduce OPEC output to
26.5 million barrels a day. OPEC now
produces about 27.5 million-28 million
barrels daily.
Ministers of the 13-nation group were
scheduled to discuss the sensitive pricing issue later today, but Kuwait Oil
Minister Ali fChalifah al-Sabah said
there was "not yet" the basis for an accord.
"We are still arguing," said
Calderon, the Venezuelan delegate.
Iraq has proposed that all OPEC nations charge $32 a barrel for their oil.
Under the proposal, OPEC hawks — including Iran — would have to drop present prices by $3 a barrel, middle-ofthe-roaders would raise theirs $2 and
Saudi Arabia, which produces onethird
of all OPEC oil, would increase prices

authority a segregation index of 65.9.
The segregation index is an indicator of
the degree to which black families are
evenly represented in the various projects operated by a housing authority,
according to the report.
The figure may range from 0 (absolutely proportional distribution of
blacks and whites in all projects) to 100
(total segregation
The other authorities in the state
ranking behind Murray on the list of
Kentucky's 10 most segregated and
their indexes are: Hazard, 77.9;
Owensboro, 76.4; Mayfield, 76.3;
Madisonville, 72.1; Lexington, 68.6;
Elizabethtown, 67.1; Hickman, 66.6;
Louisville, 65.5; and Pineville, 62.5.
The Murray authority was one of six
authorities which voluntarily adopted
the Commission's Model Affirmative
Action Plan on tenant placement, Ray
Foushee, housing specialist with the
commission, said. The other five were
Cynthiana, Hickman, Hodgenville,
Hopkinsville and Mayfield.
"While the Hopkinsville authority exhibited the greatest improvement by
far, all of the cities which adopted such
a plan made measureable progress as
well," the report says.
Since the plan's adoption in the summer of 1978, one site in Murray, the
formerly all-black Cherry and Ash
Streets neighborhood, has been
desegregated for the first time ever, the
report stated.
"We are making every effort to comply with the affirmative action plan in
regard to tenant selection," Mary Beth
Warren, local housing director, said
this morning."We operate strictly on a
first-come, first-served basis in filling a

unit, and no one is passed over."
The director said that files are kept of
persons wno are eligible for a particular size unit and when a unit
becomes available in any
neighborhood, the first person on the
list is called.
"If a person refuses a unit, then their
name goes to the bottom of the list,"
Mrs. Warren said. "I can't speak for
what happened before I was employed,
but I know we have not exercised any
discriminatory practices since I've
been here."
Mrs. Warren, who took over as director of the local authority on March 1,
succeeded L. D. Miller who had served
as director since the authority's inception. Miller's dismissal by the local
housing commission took effect Dec. 31,
1979.
The new director said that presently
eight black families are occupying
units in the Nash Drive neighborhood,
while four white families are occupying
units in the Cherry and Ash Streets
neighborhood.
"We are doing the best we can to integrate our public housing," Mayor
Melvin B. Henley, who serves on the
local housing commission,said today.
"In the past, when we have applied
for grants, such as the Urban Development Action Grant and the Community
Development grant, we have been
penalized on quality points because the
Human Rights Commission has not felt
we were making a good faith effort to
desegregate our housing," Henley said.
"However, this year we've not lost
any points on our grant applications or
See HOUSING,
Page 12, Column 7
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sunny and
pleasant
Mostly sunny and pleasant today. High in the mid 70s to around
80. Clear and cool tonight. Low
mid to upper 50s. Sunny and a little warmer Wednesday. High in
the low to mid 80s.

ACCIDENT — Keith Overby, Murray, rider of this motorcycle was listed in
satisfactory condition this morning at the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital after his bike collided with a Lincoln Continental, driven by R.I.
Phillips, Plymouth, Mich., according to a Murray Police Department
spokesman. The spokesman said Phillips was westbound on Sycamore
Street and attempted to make a left turn on Blair Street when he cut in
front of Overby,eastbound on Sycamore. Phillips was not injured

Saturday Mail
Survey Shows Other Countries 'Happy' With Six-Day Delivery

EXCREMENT BUILDS — Members of the special education class from
Southwest Elementary are shown at the opening ceremonies for the Kentucky State Special Olympics at Western Kentucky University this past
weekend. From the team are (left to right) Michael Mattingly, Stephen Nor4orthy, Jimmy Duncan and Harry Coles. The clowns, from lambda Chi
Alpha fraternity at Murray State are Allen Whitehouse and Mike Wallace.

AP News Special
By GRAHAM HEATHCOTE
Associated Press Writer
LONDON AP) -- The U.S. Postal
Service wants to cut out Saturday mail
deliveries, but other countries deliver
letters six days a week and seem happy
to go on doing so. The Soviet Union has
seven-day deliveries.
An Associated Press survey of 15
European countries and Japan showed
all but Portugal have Saturday mail
delivery of some kind.
While Turkey does not deliver ordinary mail on weekends, it does carry
express letters, and Finland and Japan
will deliver Sunday if the sender pays
extra.
In Britain, Post Office spokeswoman
Kathy Filundy said there was talk a few
years ago of stopping Saturday
deliveries so the mailmen could have

the day off.
"But since they got a raise I don't
think any more has been said about it,"
she said.
Seeking to cut costs, the Belgian Post
Office has long wanted to end Saturday
delivery, but the nation said no, as
newspapers and magazines there are
bought through the mail. Parcels are
not delivered in Belgium on Saturdays,
however, nor is advertising matter
posted in mass — known as junk mail.
-An internal U.S. Postal Service study
obtained from a .congressional source
Monday said elimination of Saturday
mail delivery in America — a likely
result of congressional budget cuts —
would also hurt mail service the rest of
the week.
Some other oiuntries limit Saturday
delivery to first-class letters and hold
over secondclass mail bearing lower-

priced stamps until Monday.
France scores tops for number of
deliveries: two morning and one afternoon in Paris and other big cities Monday through Friday, and two on Saturday morning.
Britain, Switzerland. Belgium.
Turkey and the Soviet Union have two
deliveries daily Monday through Friday. On Saturday, all the countries
surveyed, except France, have just one
delivery. The Soviet Union delivers on
Sunday.
A French postal spokesman said
there never has been any suggestion
there of stopping Saturday delivery, but
it has been under discussion in Denmark and elsewhere.
Britain's General Post Office, founded in the 16th century and a pioneer in
1840 of the pre-paid post with adhesive
one-penny stamps, persevered with

Sunday deliveries into the early 1960s.
After they ended, Sunday mailbox
pickups stopped in 1978.
Other countries are considering curtailment of pickups from several daily
to one or two, as wages and overtime
rates soar and labor unions seek an
ever shorter working week.
Most postal services outside the
United States also control lucrative
telephone and telex monopolies, while
their main street and neighborhood
post offices act as government agents
for savings schemes, pay out pensions
and welfare, sell vehicle and other
licenses and accept payment of bills
from public utilities.
Almost all the countries surveyed
said their pastel services operate at a
lass but the final accounts are in
surplus from the other, profitable services.
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Youth Chorale In Concert
The Youth Chorale of Lone
Oak First Baptist Church will
give a concert in St Patrick's
Cathedral in New York on
June 21 This concert is one of
ten concerts which will be
given on the choir tour of the
Eastern United States
Other concerts will be given
in Covington and Ashland,
Kentucky, Annapolis,
Maryland;
Baltimore,
Maryland; Salisbury,
Maryland, Waterbury, Connecticut, West Redding, Con:tecticut, and Danbury, Connecticut
Danbury is the home of one

include Gary Crisp, Andy
Elbon, Lee Stacy, and Tammy
Stonecipher. Tony G. Whitfield is • the director of the
choir. Bobbie Sue Chumbler
serves as accompanist.
The Youth Chorale is one of
18 choral ensembles in the
music ministry of Lone Oak
First Baptist Church. The
touring choir is composed of 40
members of the total membership of 60. All choir members
are high school age youth. The
choir has sung for the
Southern Baptist Youth Choir
Festivals in Ridgecrest, North
Carolina. In 1979 the choir won
the Category II Trophy at the
S.B.C. Hallelujah in Liberty,
eissouri. Members of the Sr.
High Handbells ring for
church worship services on a
regular basis.
Dr. Willis W. Henson,
church pastor invites the
public to hear the Youth
Chorale's "Home Concert" on
Sunday evening, June 15, at 7
p.m. This concert is also in
celebration of Lone Oak First
Baptist Church's 100th Anniversary.

of America's foremost composer of music, Charles E.
Ives. The choir will be performing three selections from
Ives' Celestial Country on
their tour program.
The program is divided into
five segments. Part I includes
Renaissania pieces
by
Hassler, FiaThrit, and Ford.
Part II includes "Gloria in Excelsis" from the Twelfth
Mass by Mozart; "Great and
Glorious"
by
Haydn;
"Hallelujah Chorus" from
Mount of Olives by Beethoven.
During the intermission the
Sr. High Handbells will play
Mrs. Gary Crisp serves as
director. Part III includes
selections by Schuetky, Lvov,
Thompson, Berger, and Whitfield. The three Ives numbers
make up Part IV. Part V includes the spirituals: "Soon
Ah Will Be Done", "Lord if I
Got My Ticket", "Precious
Lord, Take My Hand,"
"Honor, Honor," and "Ain't
Got Time To Die."
The brass quartet will play
pre-service music for the concert. Members of the quartet
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What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign.

much money. Don't be
anxious to fall in love. You
to
very
tend
be
impressionable now.
VIRGO
( Aug. 23 to Sept. 221 RP%

ARIES
t Mar. 21 to Apr. 19( grott
You may not get the
information you need 're a
work project. Others are
vague or misleading in some
way. Don't neglect minor
health complaints.
TAURUS
( Apr. 20 to May 201
Save time for creative work.
Don't let ideas slip away.
Deceptive trends affect
financial dealings. Be wary of
dubious propositions.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
Make that purchase you
want, but be wary in romance
and partnership dealings. You
may not be seeing the picture
clearly.
CANCER
I June 21 to July 22) efiZil,
Though you're articulate,
others may not be as straightforward as you. Don't be
trusting with secrets. Watch
psychosomatic
complaints.
LEO
July 23 to Aug. 221
You're in the mood to
socialize and could spend too

Group activities favored.
Your ideas have merit. Career
efforts seem muddled. Don't
take anything for granted
regarding domestic interests.
LIBRA
Sept. 23 to Oct. 221
News from a distance may
be misinterpreted. Behind the
scene career action favored.
Keep your own counsel.
Advice may be faulty.
SCORPIO
( Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) 171/4
Friends back you re group
endeavors, though care is
needed in financial dealings.
Be wary of get-rich-quiCk
proposals.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21)
Somebody may not fulfill
their part of the bargain.
Things left to others may be
mishandled. Nix on career
partnership moves.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) V
Close allies are enthusiastic.
Listen to their ideas. It may be
hard to obtain the facts you
need re a work project. Others
may be unreliable.
AQUARIUS
IMO
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
The day is not favorable for
social activities. Loved ones
seem non-committal. Friends
in some way may cost you
money. Be careful.
PISCES
( Feb. 19 to Mar. 291 XC
P
A
loved
one
seems
articulate, but more factchecking is needed. Be careful
of travel mix-ups. Hot air
permeates a conversation.
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YOU BORN TODAY are a
curious mixture of idealism
and materialism. You want
your efforts to pay, but must
not abandon your dreams for
security's sake. You have the
ability to commercialize your
creative talents and should do
so. Writing, teaching, music
and acting are some of the
fields in which you'd find
happiness. You'd make a good
leader for a cause. You're an
inspired worker and can rally
others to your side if you
believe in what you're doing.
Avoid a tendency to look for
the quick buck. Birthdate of:
William Styron, novelist;
Jacques
Cousteau,
oceanographer; and Vince
Lombardi, football coach.

1/3 OFF ALL
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l)eborah Turner
awl Jef(ery Siress
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Hoover of Owensboro announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of her daughter,
Miss Deborah Turner, to Jeffery Siress, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Van Siress of Hardin. Her father was the late Scott Turner of
Mayfield.
Miss Turner is a 1980 graduate of Calloway County High
School.
Mr. Siress attended Marshall County High School and is
now in the plumbing business with his father.
The wedding will be solemnized on Saturday, June 21, at 7
p.m. at the Church Grove United Methodist Church, Benton.
A reception will follow the ceremony at the church.
All friends and relatives are invited to attend the wedding
and the reception.

(Dant)

DEAR ABBY: Thank you for using your column last
summer to remind people never to leave their pets in the car
during the hot sumnr)r months. Will you please do as much
for children?,
So often children are told to wait in the car while Mother
goes into an air-conditioned store for what she thought
would take only a few minutes, but she's delayed and
doesn't get back to the car until an hour later.
Leaving youngsters in a car unattended is cruel and
thoughtless.
As the song goes,"Bless the beasts and the children, for in
this world they have no choice, they have no voice."
CONCERNED IN COLUMBUS
DEAR CONCERNED: Read on for a letter from a
clergyman in Kentucky:
DEAR ABBY: I am writing to tell you about a strange
coincidence. I quote from your column (last August) in the
Louisville Courier-Journal:
"DEAR PET OWNERS: With summer here, please do not
take your pet along for the ride and leave it locked in the car
while you run errands and shop.
"When the temperature is 85 degrees outside, the temperature inside a parked car(even with the windows slightly
open) will reach 102 degrees within 10 minutes. And in 30
minutes it will reach 120 degrees!
"The normal body' temperature of a dog is approximately
102 degrees; it can withstand approximately 108 degrees for
a very short time before suffering irreparable brain damage
or death.
-Never leave a pet in a parked car in the sun — even with
the windows open."

Antacids affect absorption
DEAR DR LAMB - I
recently read on the reverse
side of a bottle of Di-Gel concerning the drug interaction
if-APRution of taking Di-Gel
and tetracycline Can you
explain the reason why the
two can't be taken together?
I'm presently taking tetracycline on doctor's orders and
use Di-Gel occasionally
DEAR READER -- Most
antacids interfere with the
absorption of tetracyclines.
The net result is you don't get
the medical benefits that your
doctor wants you to get from
the tetracycline itself. One
approach to this is to increase
the dosage of tetracycline but
this is not something that you
should do yourself.
I'm not sure why you're taking Di-Gel and if you have
complaints that justify use of
antacids, you should talk to
your doctor about them. In the
meantime, I'm sending you
The Health Letter number 104, Use and Abuse of Antacids.
Other readers who want this

issue can send 75 cents with a save my marriage" I'm too
long, stamped, self-addressed embarrassed to go to our own
envelope for it. Send your ioctor about this
DEAR READER - You
request to me, in care of this
newspaper, P.O. Box 1551, are going to have to talk to
Radio City Station, New York, somebody about it if you want
to get any meaningful help. It
NY 10019
Don't switch to using some is not normal for you to not
other antacid just because of have any interest in sex at all.
what you found out about Di- There are many reasons for
Gel Most antacids have the this to happen. Some of them
same effect in regard to are psychological, some of
them have to do with your
absorption of tetracycline.
interpersonal relationship
DEAR DR. LAMB - I'm a with your mate and some25-year-old woman with a 13- times it has to do with techmonth-old daughter I've been nique,
married for six years. Before
I would suggest that you
my daughter was born I had and your husband start with a
fairly good sex drive. Since marriage counselor. If you
her birth I have no sex drive need additional consultations,
and absolutely no desire for the marriage counselor may
sex of any kind. When I do be able to refer you to the
give in and have sex with my proper place in your commuhusband, I get no pleasure nity. Meanwhile, if it doesn't
from it. In fact, I find it rather embarrass you too much you
unpleasant. This is ruining our might go to some bookstores,
marriage. Am I abnormal perhaps in a nearby large
either psychologically or city, and see if you can find
physically? Is there any way I some good up-to-date books
can revive my sex drive and on sex. There have been so
many of them written in
recent years that you
shouldn't have a problem finding some. Read them through
and encourage your husband
to do likewise.
The other point I'd like to
Princeton. Registration is at 5 suggest is not to try to hide
p.m. with competition beginn- this difficulty and fail to discuss it with your husband. If
ing at 5:30 p.m.
There will be three both of you accept it as somecategories; beauty, talent and thing that you need to work on
together to improve the situaphotogenic, and each person tion, that will be a big step in
may enter one or all of the the right direction.
events. The competition will
have five age divisions for
contestants 2-18 years of age.
Ages 2-14 will model
swimwear and ages 15 and
over will model casual sportswear.
Talent and photogenic competition is open to both boys
and girls. Talent is limited to
one to four minutes with no
fire acts allowed.
Entries will be accepted at
the door. For more information, contact Debbrah Hooks,
Route 2, Eddyville, KY 42038;
or phone,545-3263.

Miss Lakeland Beauty And
Talent Event Is Planned
The 11th annual Miss
Lakeland Beauty and Talent
competition will be held June
14 at the Caldwell County Middle School auditorium,

Sallie Gay
Has Exhibit
The art work of Sallie Gay is
now on display at the
Calloway County Public
Library and will be during the
month of June. Her work is
done exclusively in oils and
most are landscapes.
Mrs. Gay has been a
member of the Murray Art
Guild since 1974 when she and
her husband, Alex, moved to
the Hamlin area from Illinois.
"The public is invited to
come to the library to see this
art exhibit anytime during
library hours," a library
spokesman said.

'Kentucky Lake Day
Camp'Is Scheduled
At Gilbertsville

STANLEY BOY
Phillip Isaac is the name
The seventh annual "Kenchosen by Mr. and Mrs. Lester tucky Lake Day Camp" will
Stanley of Mayfield Route 7 be held June 16-20 at Gilbertfor their baby boy born on sville Elementary School.
Thursday, May 22, at the Classes in
gymnastics,
County cheerleading, modeling and
Murray-Calloway
Hospital.
baton twirling will be offered
Mrs. Mildred Rogers of for children ages 3 through 16.
Mayfield is a grandmother.
The morning class will be
held from 9 a.m. to 12 noon and
will include tumbling, cheers
and pom-pom routines for
groups or individuals. The
afternoon class, 1 to 4 p.m. will
Miss Anita Jo Farris has offer gymnastics, baton twirlreceived her Bachelor of ing and modeling. Students
Science degree from Freed- may attend both sessions.
Hardeman College, HenderCamp instructors will be
State and National Chamson, Tenn.
She is the daughter of Mr. pions. For more information,
and Mrs. Billy Joe Farris of contact Camp Director, Debbrah Hooks, 1-545-3263.
Hardin Route 1,

Anita Jo Farris Is
Graduate, College
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Italian Spaghetti
Special
With
(;artic Bread/

Salmi 40 Extra

Collar pin with .011
/
20.
diamond, 3 initials 560.04
Coke pin with .011
/
2 pt.
diamond, 2 initials 630.00
Collor pin without diamond,
3 initials 639.93
Collor pin witlian dimmed,
2 Wills 625.93
Moms allow 2 to 4 moots foe
delver,.
Order now for
flettor's Day lam 13th
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Hamburger &
Chopped Steak
Special!
Y2

Super Special For Kids
Spaghetti & Salad '
Free Refills On Drtnks

Wednesday Night
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DEAR ABBY. How would you define "old age?"
BILL HERRICK IN MINNEAPOLIS

We are pleased to
announce
that
Patricia
''Critter''
Mckenzie bride-elect
of Franky Brandon
hos selected her pottery. flatware, and
crystal from our complete bridal registry.
Patricia and Franky
will be married July
26.
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DEAR MR. RUCKER: You put it well enough. The
facts speak for themselves. Thanks for a timely
reminder.

DEAR BILL: To recycle an old cliche, old age, like
beauty, lies in the mind of the beholder. But I would
say that you've reached it when:
You need your glasses to find your glasses.
You walk into another room and wonder what you
went there for.
People start telling you you're looking good, but no
one says you're good-looking.
You pass up a romantic encounter because you're
worried about your heart.
You think today's policemen look like kids.
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moving Or
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Abby, on the same day in the same newspaper, this news
release appeared: "Bond was set at $10,000 each yesterday
for an Ohio couple charged with second-degree murder after
their 2 rmonth-old son apparently suffocated in a car at
Mammoth Cave National Park."
The couple had left the infant in their car while they went
on a three-hour cave tour. The temperature outside the car
was in the 90s, and observers said the windows were left
open about 2 inches!
Abby, now that summer is here again, please emphasize
the importance of protecting children as well as pets. I am
sure you can put this better than f have.
JAMES H. RUCKER, ASHLAND, KY
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Hug Kelsey maintains a
steady pace in his new book,
"Winning Card Play"
(Barclay, 8 Bush Ave., Port
Chester, N.Y 10573 $13.95
paperback). Kelsey starts
with basic technique and
goes right on up to coups
and squeeze plays An excellent work and today's hand
offers an illustrative example.
"Sometimes the correct
play is by no means obvious.
In today's case a slip by
declarer was counterbalanced by a defensive error.
so that a par result was
achieved in spite of the
worst efforts of both sides.
"West led the spade jack
and South counted six top
tricks and saw that three
more could be developed in
diamonds. The spade finesse
was clearly an unnecessary
risk, and dummy's ace won
the first trick. A diamond
was won by West with the
king, another spade came
through and it now made no
difference what dummy
played. In practice, dummy
ducked and East's king won
and, when East could find
no profitable leads, declarer
wrapped up an easy 10
tricks
"East missed a chance to
defeat the contract at trick
one. Had he unblocked by
throwing his king of spades
under the ace, he could have
won the first diamond and
cleared the spades while his
partner still held the diamond king as an entry.
"But South had no need to
give East this opportunity.
'He should have played low
on the first round of spades
II-10-A
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Tuesday,Jime30
Murray Branch of the
American Association of
University Women will meet
for a "summer sharing" at
7:15 p.m. at the home of Betty
Boston, 306 North Seventh
Street, Murray.
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Wednesday,dime 11
Wesleyan Circle of Fire
United Methodist Church
Women will have a potluck
supper at the home of Mrs
Milton Jones at6:30 p.m.

Brooks Chapel United
Methodist Church Women are
scheduled to meet at? p.m.

Ruth Wilson Circle of First
United Methodist Church
Women will meet at the borne
of Mrs. June Whitford at 7:30
p.m

Ruth Warren Group of the
Sinking Spring Baptist Church
Women will meet at 7:30 p.m.
at the home of Sharilyn
WLsehart.

Meals for the Nutrition Program for the Elderly will be
served at 12 noon at the
Douglas Center which will be
open from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m.

Murray Star Chapter No.
and put up dummy's ace on
the second round The 433 Order of the Eastern Star
defenders would have then will meet at 7:30 p.m. at the
been powerless to defeat the lodge hall.
contract."
Murray TOPS ( take off
A good hand and a good
book I recommend it to all pounds sensibly) Club will
players who wish to meet at 7 p.m. at the Health
Center.
improve their play

Kirksey Senior Citizens will
meet at 1 p.m. at the home of
Nettie Beach.

Vulnerable North-South
Dealer South The bidding
Swath
I•
2•
2 NT

Rem
Pass
Pass
Pass

Bert!
I•
2•
3 NT

East
Pass
Pass
All pass

Opening lead Spade jack

Lynn Grove United
Men's Church Softball
League will start play at 6 Methodist Church Women will
pm.at the City-County Park. meet at 2 p.m.

Bid wit'. Cora

South holds

6-10-B
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Hazel Senior Citizens will
have activities from 10 a.m. to
2 p.m.at the Hazel Center with
luncheon at 11:45 a.m. and
craft class at 1 p.m.

North

l•

ANSWER: One no trump
Slightly better than two diamonds since it confirms a balanced minimum hand
Send badge questhafts to The Aces
P0 Box 12381, Dallas, Texas 75225
w kth self-addressed stamped envelope
for reply

Mrs. Cain To
Be Hostess
For Meeting
The home of Mary Kathryn
Cain will be the scene of the
meeting of the North Pleasant
Cumberland
Grove
Presbyterian Church Women
to be held Thursday, June 12.
All members and interested
women are urged to attend, a
church spokesman said.
The May meeing was held in
the home of Mrs. Della
Graham with Mrs. Christine
Sherman as hostess. Margaret
Nell Boyd opened with a
special prayer for the missionaries.
Mrs. Cain presented the program on "Mothers of Faith."
She was assisted by Mrs.
Dorothy Dean Cochran, Mrs.
Virginia Jones, Mrs. Sherman,and Mrs. Boyd.
Two special mothers, Mrs.
Delia Grahath and Mrs. Artie
Morris, were honored at the
meeting. They were presented
corsages of yellow silk roses.
During the social hour a
tasting party and exchange of
recipes were held, Three
visitors present were Mrs.
Carmen Garland, Mrs. Sarah
Ross,and Mrs. Morris.
The closing prayer was led
by Mrs. Cochran.

Women of the Oaks Country
Murray Lions Club is
scheduled to meet at South Club will play golf with Carita
Pleasant Grove United Lamb as hostess and bridge
Methodist Church.
with Crystal Parks as hostess
at 9:30 a.m.
Swlin party and picnic for
Thursday,June 12
fifth through eighth grades at
Blankenship Circle of South
the Murray Country Club is
scheduled from 5 to 7:30 p.m. Pleasant Grove United
will
with Sandy Coleman, Peggy Methodist Church Women
meet at 7:30 p.m.
Shoemaker, Mary Taylor, and
Marilyn Adkins in charge.
Camp 592 of the Woodmen of
the World will meet at 6:$3
Tuesday, June 10
Opening performance of the p.m. at the Triangle
Twilight Cabaret, Murray Restaurant.
State outdoor musical variety
Murray Chapter No. 92
show, will be on the patio of
the old beach house area of Royal Arch Masons will meet
Kentucky Dam Village State at 7:30 p.m. at Use lodge hall.
Park at 8:30 p.m. No admis- Officers will be elected.
sion will be charged.
North Pleasant Grove
Cumberland Presbyterian
Wednesday,June 11
Twilight Cabaret, Murray Church Women will meet at
State Musical Group, will per- the home of Mary Kathryn
form at old beach house patio Cain.
at Kentucky Dam Village
Grove 6126 of the Woodmen
State Park near Gilbertsville
of the World is scheduled to
at 8:30 p.m.
meet at 6 p.m, at the Triangle
Murray Bass Club is Restaurant.
scheduled to meet at 6:30 p.m.
Calloway County Health
at Sirloin Stockade.
Department will be closed toHomemakers Clubs will day due to members of the
meet as follows: Harris Grove personnel being in a meeting
with Mrs. Howard Wendt at 1 at Madisonville.
p.m., South Pleasant Grove
Events in Land Between the
with Imogene Paschall at 1:30
Lakes will include Handbloom
p.m., Pottertown at Colonial
Weaving from 10 a.m. to 3
House Smorgasbord at 10
p.m. at Empire Point and
a.m., and New Concord at
Trapping at 2 p.m. at The
City-County Park at 10:30 Homeplace-1850.
a.m.
Ladies day events at the
Murray Country Club will
have activities as follows:
Tennis and guest day with
Judy Carroll and Sheila
Grogan as hostesses at 9:30
a.m.; golf and first round of
Queen Bee tournament with
Betty Lowry as hostess at 9

Moonshine for Your Gas
Tank will be the program
ZIPPERS
Rub a candle along zippers from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. will be
to help them close and open at Empire Point, Land
Between the Lakes.
easily."

Activities for Senior Citizens
at the Douglas Center will include bingo at 11 am., lunch
at 12 noon, and table games at
1 p.m.
Hazel Senior Citizens will
have activities from 10 a.m. to
2 p.m. at Hazel Center with
lunch served at 11:45 a.m.

Tharsaly,Jane U
Nightly performance of
Twilight Cabaret from Murray State will be at 8.30 p.m.
at old beach house ares of
Kentucky Dam Village State
Part
Junior golf will be at 9 a.m.
at the Murray Country Club.
Murray Senior Citizens' activities will include Immo an
"Nutrition Education" at
10:30 am., lunch at 11:30
am.,and table games at 12:30
p.m.
CRAZY DAZE for high
school students will be a
special program at the
Calloway County Public
p.m.
7
at
Library
Transportation will be provided at each high school 30
minutes before the program
begins. For information call
753-2288.
Janelle Doyle Group of First
Baptist Church is scheduled to
meet at 9:93 am.

Gil.SCOUTS — A banquet for Girl Scout Troop No. 3136 was held May 15 at North
Calloway Elementary School. The Brownie Troop was bridged into a Junior Troop. A
flag and candle ceremony was held before the potluck supper. Brownie wings and
patches were presented. Co-leader Patricia Parrish presented the troop leader, Sandra
Parrish, with an award of Leaders Knot and a Daisy Pin. Those presented were Mr. and
Mrs. Gary Youngblood and Michelle, Mr. and Mrs. J. P. Dunn and Russell. Randy, and
Rhonda, Mr. and Mrs. Terry Mott and Debbie and Michael, Patricia Parrish, Mr. and
Mrs. J. W. Jones and lohna and Valerie, Mrs. Jerry Key and Lee Ann and Jason, Mrs.
Marie Crouse and Lori, Mr. and Mrs. Randy Young and Thenia, Mrs. Mavis Young, Mrs.
Liz Hdl and Kellye, Mrs. Carlon Steen and Shari, Mrs. Kim Wallis and Scott and Amy,
Mrs. Randy Garland and Jennifer, Mr. and Mrs. Rob Edd Parrish and Jennifer and
Christy.

(;roost—

Club Plans Meet; Mrs.
Wendt Gives May Lesson
Mrs. Howard Wendt will be
hostess for the meeting of the
Harris Grove Homemakers
Club to be held Wednesday,
June 11, at 1 p.m.
All members are urged to
attend, a club spokesman
said.
Mrs. Harry Ray opened her
home for the May 14th
meeting of the club with Mrs.
Wendt giving the major lesson
on "Outdoor Cookery."
A lesson on "Western Kentucky Heritage on the
Chickasaw Indian" was given
by Mrs. Carmen D'Angelo
who also gave the devotion
reading Psalms 121 and "A
Mother's Prayer For Her
Children."
Officers elected for the coming year were Mrs. James
Dixon, president; Mrs.
Crawford Armstrong, vice
president; Mrs. Harry Ray,
secretary; Mrs. Eleanor
Cavanaugh, treasurer; Mrs.
Margaret Taylor, cultural
arts; Mrs. Fran Gardner,
music; Mrs. Joe Janecek,
recreation; Mrs. Lena Jones,
landscape; Mrs. Annie Lou
Jones, housing.
Also named were Mrs.
Eugene Nance, craft; Mrs.
Marvin Parks, clothing; Mrs.
Marie Hicks,family life; Mrs.
Howard Wendt, foods; Mrs.
Virginia Sakelson, health;
Mrs. Hoyce Wrather, home
furnishings; Mrs. Carmen
D'Angelo, home management; Mrs. William Adams,
Issues and concerns; Mrs.
Martha Wrablik, international.

Announcements were made
of trips to Biloxi, Miss., and
Opryland, Nashville, Tenn.
served
Ray
Mrs.
refreshments. A guest was
Mrs. Harding Galloway.
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10 Years Ago
Howard King of the National Safety
Council and Tammy Griffin for the Kentucky Highway Safety Programs
presented Murray Mayor Holmes Ellis
and Murray Chief of Police James
Brown an analysis of traffic safety in
Murray
Deaths reported include Mrs. Allie B.
Boggess 56.
Thomas T. Wells received the doctor
of medicine degree at the University of
Tennessee Medical Units, Memphis,
Tenn. He is the son of the late Trent
Wells at Murray.
Mrs. Obera Miller was named as
"Teacher of the Year" by the Calloway
County High Schoo. Chapter of the
Future Teachers of America.
Births reported include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Nelson Murdock on June 4, a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Walter Schroeder
on June 4, a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Dickie
Roberts on June 7, and a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Turk Langland on June IS.
Murray Star Chapter No, 433 Order of
the Eastern Star observed Friendship
Night on June 6. Brenda Newberry is
worthy matron and Charles Jackson is
worthy patron.

EDITORIAL
P—

'Boots'Friend To
Many In County
Calloway County lost one of
its most outstanding educators
with the death on Friday of
Buron Jeffrey, known as
"Boots" to his many friends.
Jeffrey was the last of the
four sons of the late William
Victor Jeffrey and Bertie
Stroud Jeffrey. He was preceded in death by his brothers —
William, local merchant, Glin,
Murray State postmaster, and
0. R., Murray State employee.
A sister, Desiree Lowe, survives, as does his wife, Modest
Clark Jeffrey, also a retired
teacher.
As superintendent of
Calloway County Schools, Jeffrey saw a dream come true for
him when Calloway County
High School opened in the fall of
1960, consolidating the high
schools of the county.
The Calloway County Board
of Education further honored
"Boots" by naming the school
gym in his honor for his untiring efforts and achievements
relative to an improved school
system in Calloway County.
A pioneer • educator, he
started his teaching career in
the mountains of Pulaski Cowlty and the one room school at

Vancleave in Calloway County
after receiving his B. A. degree
from Murray State and his M.
A. from the University of Kentucky in 1936.
He later started teaching at
Lynn Grove High School
becoming principal in 1938 and
serving in that position until
1950 when he was appointed as
superintendent of Calloway
County Schools serving until his
retirement on June 30, 1969.
An ardent sportsman, he enjoyed all sports of the schools
and Murray State University,
along with hunting and fishing.
His farming interests, his church, and his hobbies kept him in
contact with friends and
neighbors until his heart attack
on June 1 when he was
hospitalized. He died five days
later.
We extend sympathy to his
wife, Modest, and other
members of his family.
We think of "Boots" as to his
love of education, church, life
and family when we read the
words of Alexander Humboldt,
German naturalist, (17671835): "True enjoyment comes
from activity of the mind and
exercise of the body; the two
are ever united."

Business Mirror

By John Conniff

Clouds Of Recession
PHOENIX, Ariz. (AP) — Recession
clouds the future for most Americans
but the sun, only slightly faded, still
shines on Arizona.
"Most Arizonans will survive with
minimum disruption," said an
-economist. He forecasts continued if
diminished growth.
The economy will be hurt, he conceded, but not to the point where activity is
likely to go into reverse, as in the country as a whole. There is simply too
much faith in the future, and too much
human energy, to be stopped by recession.
Attracted by the ever-present sun and
a multiplicity of opportunities under it,
a flood of domestic immigrants — 1,000
households a week in Phoenix — swelled the population by 51 percent to 2.7
million in the past decade.
In the same time, personal income
rose 253 percent and the value of
manufacturing jumped 277 percent, a
good deal of it resulting from the
growth of the electronics industry here
and around Tucson, 116 miles south.
The high technology firms now
building or expanding in this city or in
the "urban villages" around it make up
a list of blue chips: Digital, ITT,
Sperry,General Telephone,General Instrtunents, tattoo, Motorola,Sperry.
In the Tucson area, until recently not
as eager as Phoenix for industry, new
or expansion projects include IBM,
Hughes, Fluor, Burr Brown Research,
GE, Gates Learjet, Veeco Instruments,
Memorex and National Semiconductor.
Elliott Pollack, 35, vice president and
economist of the Valley National Bank,
whose own growth as a Southwest
regional bank makes it the 28th largest
in the country, documents some of the
other reasons for optimism about jobs.
He notes that government employment — in military, border patrol, and
park jobs, among others — accounts for
21 percent of the total. "Government,"
he says, "has never had a decline in
total jobs in the past 15 years."
Services, including those in stores
and restaurants — accounting for
almost 20 percent of employment —
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"also continue to grow regardless of the
economic situation," he says. The question, he contends, is between slow or
rapid growth.
Trade, which accounts for about a
quarter of jobs, seems also to be
recession-resistant. "While this sector
grows slowly during recessions, there
are rarely massive layoffs," Pollack
observes.
But there are sectors that will be
hurt. Construction, in housing especially, is expected to fall sharply, not only
because of high prices and difficult borrowing terms, but because the inmigration might slow.
And there is a question about the
future of agriculture. Arizona ranks
behind only Texas and California in cotton income, but cotton uses a lot of
water.

Garrott's Galley

By M.C. Garrott

20 Years Ago

And A Good Time Was Had By All
On This Historic 1980 Train Ride
"All aboard for Hazel!" yelled the
Paducah, Tennessee and Alabama
Railroad conductor at 7:30 a.m. on a
cold Dec. 29 in 1890, and 40 Paducahans
climbed aboard the train at the city's
new 5th Street depot for a 98-mile
round-trip promotional run to the little
Calloway County town. Included was
the Paducah mayor and the members
of the city council.
The trip was being made at the invitation of the railroad for the purpose of
preparing the people for the issuing of
the bonds necessary to underwrite the
road and which had been voted by the
people of Paducah.
Dick Orr has shared with me a clipping from the Paducah Daily News about
that time in which a reporter described
this historic trip in great detail. Dick's
grandfather had the original clipping,
and his father had made the typed copy
which Dick shared with me.
Here's the way the reporter described the trip, which comes into focus
rather sharply in the wake of Max
Hurt's recent recollections of the old
depot in Murray and the news last week
that much of the rail service between
Murray and Paducah was being discontinued by the Louisville & Nashville
Railroad. The reporter wrote:
+++
"The railroad officials had prepared
everything to insure the comfort of the
guests. The commissary department
was loaded with good things to eat and
plenty of water of various kinds to wash
it down with.
"After getting over the soft roadbed
between the city and Island Creek, the
throttle was pulled open and the special
train sped along at a lively rate,
reaching Benton in just 50 minutes.
—The next stop was at Murray after
which a lively run over a smooth track
was made to the Tennessee state line at
Hazel, Ky., which was reached in just
two nours ana tnree minutes, me
distance being 49 miles. A short stop

was made here to permit Bill Reed and
Jim Thompson to get breakfast.
"On the return trip, the Murray people had a band to meet the train and a
half-hour stop was made, during which
the Paducahans took in the sights of the
ancient capitol of Calloway County.
"Quite a number joined the party
here, among them A. J. Barnett, T. R.
Jones, L Y. Woodruff, J. H. Coleman,
W. S. Stubblefield, Houston Wells, Dr.
J. R. Coleman, G. H. Craig, Curt Clark,
W. H. Watkins, W. P. Gatlin, Logan
Curd and the band composed of Landry
Dale, Jim Jones, Tim Weir, Moore
Churchill, Jim Hale, Frank Pool, Abe
Melvin, J. McLean, Tom Miller and
Barnett Wear.
"The railroad runs through some fine
a country as the sun shines on and the
entire party was pleased with it. An old
farmer remarked. 'This is more than
average country!' And that was the opinion of all.
—The trip was to look at and pals
upon the merits of the railroad more
than the country, and the news reporter
gathered a few. George W. Craig, Murray,said,'It's all right.'
"Solon Palmer, Benton, said, 'It's a
good new road,and our people are more
than pleased with it.' T. R. Jones, Murray, said,'I'm in the hotel business and
drummers tell melt's the best new road
they have ever seen.'
"Judge Barry of Benton said, "The
people of Marshall County are
delighted with the railroad. The contractors and railroad officials are
clever and courteous gentlemen, and
the Paducahans on the trip all agreed it
was the best Job of quick railroading
ever done."
+++
Back in Paducah about 2 p.m., the
guests were driven in carriages to the
Richmond House, there they "were
entertained at a royal spread tendered
by P.TAA. Railroad officials." The ar-

tide goes on to say:
"Billie Hollaway, the day clerk, and
John McNutty,the steward, were growing nervous for fear the dinner would
spoil, but in due time all were seated
around a profusion of smoking viands
and the inner man was being refreshed
to the content of the whole anatomy and
in the mist of a positive, the NEWS
leaves the carnival crowd and hastens
to the press to carry the news to the people.
"Thus the history of the day marks
another epoch of events shaping to
make Paducah ultimately the grand
railroad center of the South.
"As Capt. Clark remarked in his
short speech: 'That beats an oxen team
In a 45-mile run. The run was made
from Paducah to Murray in one hour
and a half. Bill Reed of Benton was
among the party and followed the ammunition wagon back to Paducah. Mr.
Bud Jones, proprietor of the best hotel
in Murray, came in with the party. He
didn't want to come but couldn't help It.
Mr. Tom Baird, who had charge of
the ammunition wagon (the bar car) on
arrival at the depot allowed the driver
to cause him to make a tumble. The
perfumery, consisting of champagne,
sour mash, etc., was upset and with it
'Tommy took a tumble!' He struck on
his head and bounced around like an India rubber ball for a few minutes until
some of his friends recognized him and
captured him.
"Engineer Kelly handled the throttle
and made the 'Old Lady' walk very lively from Benton to Paducah. Councilman Walbert gathered an armful of
holly at Murray to feed the town cow on.
The ammunition wagon of the train was
heavily loaded and a majority of the
guests were in the same predicament
when they arrived home.
"The newspaper reporters were all
right, as usual."

Washington Today
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The Floyd McCage family purchased Rudy's Restaurant from
the George Weaks family. The McCages brought to Murray dinners
made famous at Pine Bluff.
On the political front, two bus loads of officials toured the
county in a day of inspection over 40 miles of blacktop road construction. During the closing of the year, Dec. 29, 1957, Mr. Dee
Houston, former sheriff of the teens in Calloway County, died at
the age of 74 years in Dearborn, Mich., where he had lived since
1942. He was buried in the City Cemetery.
1958
Blazing the trail might appropriately describe happenings in this
eventful year of 1958 when older patterns were discarded, personalities of the illustrious Male and Female Institute had faded into
oblivion in an illustrious sunset of enduring foundations, new paths
of progress emerging from gravel roads, youthful recognitions surfaced as sunbeams for the morrow, political eruptions exploded and
subsided in volcanic uncertainty, and • tourist industry bloomed
and wilted in a political frost before maturity.
First three days of the new year registered $3 per 100 pounds
gain over the previous year's opening sales of tobacco. Weed selling
at $30.20 was an encouraging launching pad for a bounteous year.
Another ag prize was that for N. A. Young of Hamlin who was
recognized throughout the state 'for greatest improvement of woodsland." His efforts in the planting of 33,500 pine seedlings the
previous year was rewarded with a $200 gift.
Calloway County was included in the organization efforts of
Marshall, Trigg and Graves counties in the formation of a private
tourist promotion organization. Among their enterprising efforts
were the distribution of 50,000 leaflets extolling the vacation opportunities in the area at the Chicago Boat Show and the St. Louis
Sportsman's Show by Sid Jobs and Torn Brown of Calloway County
manning the booths of information.
To Bo Cordaued

An AP News Analysis
By EVANS wrrr
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — President
Carter said the other day the voters will
decide whether Ronald Reagan is too
old to be president.
Perhaps ominously for Carter's reelection hopes, many Americans seem
to have made the decision already.
Their verdict — as of now — is that
Reagan's 69 years do not make him too
old to be president.
Thus, the "age Owe" many thought
would be the biggest stumbling block to
the former California governor's campaign for the White House just loll important to the electorate.
Only about one out of four Americans
— 73 percent — said they thought
Reagan's age makes him less able to
handle the duties of the presidency, a
recent Associated Press-NBC News poll
found.
But an overwhelming 70 percent said
that his age makes no difference in how
he would perform as the nation's chief
executive.
Five percent said Reagan's age
would make him a better president and
2 percent were not sure in the poll conducted May 2140.
Reagan campaigned hard during the

primaries to help push aside any concerns about his age and his ability to
work hard in the Oval Office. Obviously, that effort succeeded to some
degree.
Of course, ins presidential campaign
that has already seen major swings in
public opinion, these attitudes can
change. The five months remaining until the general election might be marked by an incident that raises the "age
issue" once again and makes it important in the voters' minds.
As of now, Reagan can take some
comfort — and Carter face some more
concern — from a deeper analysis of
the poll results as well. The concern
about his age is higher among
Democrats than among either independents or Republicans.
Twenty-seven percent of Carter's
party rank and file say Reagan is too
old, while 67 percent say it makes no
difference.
That compares to only 21 percent of
the independents and 17 percent of the
GOP who are worried about his age.
Seventytwo percent of the independents
and 75 percent of the Republicans said
It makes no difference.

Thoughts
In Season
By Kea Weil
Perhaps it is rather foolish to speak of
someone being "born before his time."
It might be better to say that we both
mold our times and are molded by
than.
Such seemed to be the conviction of
the great French statesman Jean Monnet, a principal architect of the European Economic Community during the
19110's. In his Manske.(1971), Monne'
wrote:
There are me premature Mess;
*ere are emly eppertamilies fee
width see owl karat.watt.
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William B. Miller has been named as
the principal and Howard Crittenden as
the basketball coach at the new consolidated Calloway County High School
to open this fall. Miller has been principal of Almo High School for the past
13 years.
Deaths reported include William
Packman.
Donna Ruth Grogan, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Leon Grogan of Murray, has
been elected as vice president of the
Kentucky 4-H Club at the meeting held
at Lexington.
Births reported at the Murray
Hospital include a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Roscoe Barnes.
Lavelle Tidwell, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Cornelius Tidwell, and Janace
Sims, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Van
Sims, both graduates of Lynn Grove
High School, and Dams Kay Fergerson, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Wayne
Ferguson, graduate of Hazel High
School, have enrolled at Draughon's
Business College,Paducah.
The Murray American Legion
Baseball Team won a doubleheader
over Princeton, according to a story
written by Red Howe,Jr.
Holmes Dunn recently attended a
convention of Admiral dealers at
Miami Beach,Fla.
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30 Years Ago
Dan Shipley has been elected
treasurer of the Kentucky Future
Farmers of America at the convention
held at Louisville. A student at Murray
Training School, he is the son of Mr.and
Mrs. Eugene D. Shipley of Murray
Route S.
Girl Scout Day Camp will open June
12 in the Murray City Park, according
to Mrs. John Quertermous, camp director.
Dr. Robert S. Jones, Dallas, Teaas,
former missionary to Brazil, will speak
Sunday at the First Baptist Church. He
is a native of Murray and was licensed
and ordained by the First Church here.
Marriages announced include Bessie
Collie to Willie Marshall.
Graves Hendon, Charles M. Baker,
and H. T. Waldrop of Murray attended
a meeting of the Oil Industry Information Committee held June 8 at Paducah.
L. H. Pogue is serving as minister of
the Coldwater Church of Christ.
Regular gas is listed at 23.9 cents per
gallon and ethyl gas at 25.9 cents per
gallon in the ad for Martin Oil Company
today.
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Bible Thought
"But when ye pray, use not vain
repetitions, as the heathen do: for
they think that they shall be heard
for their much speaking." Matthew
6:7
Too many people spend all their
prayer time in talking, we ought to
spend an equal amount of time wtmg on Cod and listening to Him.

Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday, June 10, the 163rici
day of 1960. There are 204 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On June 10, 1776, the Continental Congress in Philadelphia named a committee to draft the Declaration of Independence.
On this date:
In 1696, US. Marines invaded Cuba in
the Spanish-American War.
Ten years ago, Palestinian guerrillas,insisting on unrestricted freedern
to use Jordan as a Noe of operations
against Israel, were fighting forces
loyal to Jordan's King Hussein.
Five years ago, the Rockefeller Commission charged that the CIA had
unlawfully opened mail, wiretapped,
bugged rooms and compiled files on
thousands of individuals and organisations in amerIca.
Last year, Pope John Paul II ended a
nine-day visit to his native Poland, and
urged his countrymen to "be strong
with the strength that comes from
faith."
Today's birthday: Britain's Prince
Philip is 59 years old. former astronaut
James McDivitt is 51.
Thought For Today: I like a man vrho
grins when he fights — Sir Winston
Churchill (1674-1965
Bins.
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Here's the Answer Eig
By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures
Q. — I am going to put down
.vinyl tiles in a playroom. It is
my understanding that you
have to find the center of the
room first and then lay the tiles
outward from that point, but a
friend says it Ls a lot of nonsense and that the quickest and
easiest way Ls to start at one
-wall and keep going until you
reach the other wall Is he
right'
A. — Many floors are tiled in
that fashion and nobody is really the worse for it. What it
means is that you risk a lessthan-perfect pattern, since
walls are not always in straight
lines. Also, you will have no
border on one side and a border of some kind on the other.
When you tile a room that way,
very few persons ever may notice that it hasn't been done
properly. But if you want to Insure a good result, an even pattern and equal borders, find the
center of the room and proceed
from there. Lay a row of tiles
each way — without cementing
them down — and be sure everything is the way you want it
to be before you do the actual
installation. It takes only a
little extra time to get it right.
Q. — Can I bleach a bureau
without removing the old finish? The old finish appears to
be varnish and I would like to
make it light, but don't like to
go through the trouble of removing the finish.
cannot bleach wood
A.
unless the old finish has been
taken off or there never was
any finish on it. Some products
on the market produce a
bleaching effect and are suitable for certain purposes, but
they are not true bleaches.

-.You

Q — Years ago, I did a lot of
painting in many rooms of
houses that we owned, but I always used a brush. Now I want
to undertake painting the walls
of two rooms with a roller.
Does it take a long tune to get
used to using a roller' Can I

start right in on one of the
lot of
rooms or must I do
practicing first'
A. — You should be able to
use a roller at once if you observe certain fundamentals. To
load it, pour the paint into the
well of the roller tray and dip
the roller in, loadmg it fully
Roll it over the slanting corrugated section of the tray to distribute the paint evenly over
the entire surface of the roller
and to remove excess paint. On
vertical surfaces, the first
stroke should be upward. Follow with a downstroke and then
roll crosswise Start rolling in a
dry area and toward one just
painted, blending in the laps.
Don't roll too fast and don't
spin the roller at the end of a
stroke
For a copy of Andy Lang's
booklet, "Paint Your House Inside and Out," send 50 cents
PLUS a stamped, lung, self-addressed envelope to Know-How,
P0 Box 477, Huntington, N Y
11743 Questions of general interest will be answered in the
column, but individual correspondence cannot be undertaken

TALKING CAR
DETROIT (AP) — Imagine
cruising in your car and a
voice suddenly comes from a
speaker in the dashboard: "I'm
going to run out of gas in 50
miles."
The technology for a talking
car now exists. And, some engineers predict, it is only a matter of time before a talking car
goes on the market.
"With future developments,"
said Richard Wiggins, who
works for a Texas firm, during
the 75th meeting of the Society
of Automotive Engineers here
recently, "verbal warning and
information systems for automobiles and aircraft are likely to be commonplace — replacing dials and gauges which
now must be visually monitored."

The Building Corner
Redoing The Bathroom
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THIS MINI-HOUSE IS DESIGNED FOR ACTIVE RETIREMENT.On warm days, the high-ceiling porch becomes
one with the L-shaped living-dining area. Large sliding doors
at both ends of this area assure cross-ventilation. Plan
HA1155R has 1,070 square feet plus porch and carport. For
more information write — enclosing a stamped, selfaddressed envelope — to architect Jan Reiner, 1000-52nd
Street North, St.;etersburg, Fla.. 33710

In thinking of the
remodeling project we wish
do, lets look at a particular
room, the bathroom, and see
— where we go from there.
The materials and different
looks are almost endless,
depending more upon the
amount of the budget than
material and design
availability. Most of us realize
that the two most expensive
rooms in the home, per square
foot, are the kitchen and bath.
Where do we start? Now is a
perfect time to call your professional remodeler for consultation. If consultation and
design work are all you have
turn do, he probably will make
a reasonable charge. For the
average person, the fee is
money well spent because it
just might save you much
more in wrong-do and re-do
work.
There always are those who
see the bath only for
necessary uses and looks or

eye appeal have no meaning
Four walls and the three
necessary appliances are all
that are required But for
those who take great pride in
their home environment look
for much more
As you begin to look about
the room, make notes of what
you presently do not like about
the room.
Next, how would I like for it
to look? Make as many notes
as you can as to how I would
like to have it look. The
designer will need to know
much of your thinking and
ways of using the room How
many people will be using the
room' What ages? What,
others than the three basic appliances do you have in mind'
Is there space for expansion?
All of these things and more
are very important to have the
designer bring out what you
want.
Needless to say, a complete
re-do is much more expensive
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Own an Original Hunter
OldeTyme Ceiling Fan
The 1903 classic, now back in vogue, comes to
you from the original manufacturer. Complete
with pull-chain switch, real wood blades. Your
choice of brass finish, chrome finish (larger size
only) or chestnut brown housings. 36 or 52-in.
sizes. Blade bottom clearance from floor in modem room, seven feet. Light adapter and globe
optional. Repels insects, disperses smoke and
odors. Runs more quietly, cools more economically than air conditioning.
A GREAT ENERGY SAVER FOR AS LITTLE AS 1149.95

Murray Wholesale
Electric Co.
206 East Main — 753-8194
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By Roy Harm

than a face lift. Only your
budget can determine the
ou must take.
direction
Generally eak1ng, the bath
and kitchei are what sells the
wife and when
home to
properly one will add much
more tblin the money spent to
the value of the home. Again I
stress the value of the professional in this regard is much
more than cost. He knows
costs, materials available and
their respective uses and
limitations

Bob Nonney
Ins. Agency
107N 4th

753-4937
Representing.
FEDERAL
KEMPER
INSURANCE
COMPANY
r

monaay-Friday
MURRAY
NO PIECES CHICKEN
POTATOES & GRAVY
ROLL

IS BACK

entucky Fried
Chicken

OFFER GOOD LIMITED TIME ONEE

Its National Frigidaire Week And we're
out to sell more Frigidaire Appliances than
ever before—and that means extra value
for you! But you better hurry—National
Frigidaire Week comes only once a year
See us today for best values on a wide
range of Frigidaire Appliances!
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Warriors Take Carroll First After Trade With Celtics, Griffith Is Second Pick By Utah
By ALEX SACHARE
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK (API - The
Golden State Warriors opened
the 1980 National Basketball
Association college draft today by selecting Joe Barry
Carroll, the 7400t-1, 240-pound
center who led Purdue to the
NCAA semifinals last season.
The Warriors had obtained
the first pick in the draft on
Monday from the Boston
Celtics, giving up their starting center, four-year veteran
Robert Parish, in return. The
clubs also swapped their other
firstround choices, Boston
winding up with the third pick
overall and Golden State the
13th. Boston had originally obtained both those picks from
Detroit in the MI. Carr-Bob
McAdoo compensation deal.
Monday's trade, which Warriors executive Scotty Stirling
called "the first step in the
major restructuring of our
club," gave Golden State four
of the first 25 picks in the 10-

Local Girls Win
Joe Creason
Doubles Title

flatioad Basketball
Associotise Weft
(EDITOR'S NOTE, Following ore the selections mode by
NBA teams in their draft of college stars which began at 1 I
a.m. (CST) today in New York. Included are picks mode up
until presstime
FIRST ROUND
Picked By
Player(Calor)
Golden State
1. Joe Barry Carroll (Purdue)
Utah
2. Darrell Griffith (Louisville)
Boston
3. Kevin McNale (Minnesota)
Chicago
•4. Kelvin Ramsey (Ohio State)
Denver
5. James Ray (Jacksonville)
New Jersey
6. Mike O'Koren (North Carolina
New Jersey
7, Mike Gminski (Dyke)
Philadelphia
8. Andrew Toney (S. W Louisiana)
Son Diego
9. Michael Brooks (Lasalle)
•1 O. Ronnie Lester (lowo)
Portland
Dallas
11. Kiki Vandeweghe (UCLA)
New York
12. Mike Woodson (Indiana)
Golden State
13. Ricky Brown (Miss. State)
14.
Wes
Matthews (Wisconsin) Washington
Son Antonio
15. Reggie Johnson (Tennessee)
Kansas City
16. Charles Whitney (N.C. State)
Detroit
17. Larry Drew (Missouri)
18. Don Collins (Washington State)
Atlanta
Utah
19. John Duren (Georgetown)
Seattle
20. Bill Honzlik (Notre Dome)
Phaadelphia
21. Monty Davis (Tennessee)
Cleveland
22. Chad Kinch(NC -Charlotte)
Denver
23. Cori Nicks (Indiana State)
• lessodlately following Pertissed's selecitoe of tester, it
was serwesered tbat Lester bat been traded to Chicago for
Hoer first rand pick, Iteessey.

round draft - Nos. land 13 on
the first round and the first
two picks on the second round.
The Warriors won the NBA
title in 1975 but finished at the
bottom of the Pacific Division
stanckngs the last three years,
winning only 24 games in 197960.
Carroll, who averaged U.8
and 22.3 paints per game in his
last two college seasons, is expected to replace the 7400t
Parish as the Warriors' starting center. He was rated by

all the scouts as the
outstanding center available,
although some had doubts
about his aggressiveness and
Intensity.
Because of trades, Denver,
Golden State, New Jersey,
Philadelphia and Utah had
two picks apiece on the first
round of the 10-round draft,
while Houston, Indiana, Los
Angeles, Milwaukee and
Phoenix had none.
The draft, at a midtown

The Pirates scored their six
runs while managing just
three hits, by Troy Sergeant,
Mark Whitaker and Payne.
Whitaker drove in Whitaker,
who had walked and stolen second base, with the winning
run in the bottom of the fourth
Benji Bogart was the Pirate

pitcher who allowed just three
hits and had his team's only
double.
The winning pitcher for the
Twins was Pat Gupton, who
stuckout 11 batters.
For the winners, Jimmy
Trip had four hits, including
two doubles and three runs

For the Dodgers, Bill Fandrick had three hits, including
two doubles; William Gentry
had two doubles; Jason
Farley had two hits, including
a double; Scott Rose and Jay
Newton had two hits apiece.

The 13-Year-Old League hitting from Jon Mark Potts
opened its season last night, who had three hits,including a
with the Astros squeaking by double; Todd Ross, who had
the Orioles, 14-13, and then two, including a double, and
Jay Wells, who had two hits.
edging the Phils,8-6.
In the second game, ThurMarlin Cochnun was the
winning pitcher in the first man was the winning pitcher
game. Dennis Thurman had a while adding another double to
the hitting attack. Mitch
doubles for the Astros.
Grogan had a triple and Kevin
The Orioles got some strong Crawford had a double.
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THE SOUTHWEST ELEMENTARY SPECIAL OLYMPICS
TEAM is shown at left (front
row, left to right) Jimmy
Duncan, Harry Coles,
Stephen Norsworthy; (back
row) Mary Wyatt, teacher,
Michael Mattingly, Buddy
Workman, Curt °fiver, Cindy Maness, teacher, Troy
Higgins, Mrs. Nonworthy,
parent. Coles is also shown
in the top picture capturing
a gold medal in the high
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larger crowd than that shows
up at 6 p.m. EDT at
Fairgrounds Stadium, the
series will definitely be in
jeopardy, its sponsor indicates.
"If we don't see an upward
trend this year,I don't see how
we can keep the game going,"
Stewart said. "If attendance
doesn't improve this year, we
must realistically sit down
and take a hard look at the
situation. We're not prepared
to stop the game, but we might
have to make drastic changes
in the format"
Stewart said he is consider-
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Cubs, Reds Have Easy Time
The hitting was led by Allen
Hargis, who had two hits ineluding a double, and Dwain
Caldwell, who had a double
and two runs batted.
For the Yanks, Tony Robinson and Jimmy Baker doubled.
Mark Miller allowed just
two hits and struckout six batters in pitching the Reds to
their win.
Ricky Harrison had two
hits, including a triple, and
In the T-Ball League last three runs batted in while
night, the Astros nosed the Mark Miller also had two hits,
Mets, 32-30, and the Braves including a double, and three
scored 42 runs to the Giants' RBI. Mark West had a double
for the Reds.
32.
For the Astros, Kelly Starks
For the Astros, Jason had a double.
Modglln had a home run while
Ashley Beak had a triple and a
douhle for the Metz.
For the Braves, Chris
Bailey had three home runs
and Mark Lovett had a double
and a triple. The Giants' Chris
Norsworthy had two triples.

In the Little League last
night, the Cubs and Reds had
an easy time, beating the
Yanks and Astros, 14-2 and 101, respectively,
For the Cubs, Bobby
Peebles was the winning pitcher, striking out 10 batters
and allowing just four hits.

Astros, Braves
Win In 1-Ball
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ing a game matching the best
high school seniors in Jefferson County against the best
seniors in the rest of the state
as an alternative format.
He said the formula has
been considered in the past
and rejected, "but that's what
people always compare Louisville football against that
out in the state."
Stewart who also coaches
at Louisville St Xavier, contends the idea presents a
"natural rivalry, and a
healthy one, I think. Financially, you have to think about
It with the rising cost of putting on the game."
East coach Walter Brugh of
Paintsville agrees with
Stewart and says the Jefferson County versus the state
would
work because
"everybody out in the state
wants to cocne in and beat the
Louisville schools, and vice
"I don't know if we need a
rivalry like that," Brugh added,"but we may have to go to
that. This Is. good game, but
we need people to see it and
sumort It."
Proceeds from the 29th
allatar football game, as well
as from basketball all-star
games for both boys and girls,
will go toward buying additional catastrophic insurance
for coaches and athletes in
Kentucky.
The boys' basketball game
Is set foe 7 p.m. EDT Friday at
Freedom Hall and the girls
will play at9 p.m.

For the Tigers, Shawn
Glavin allowed just three hits
en route to the win. David
Denham tripled and scored

three times. The Tigers were
also the beneficiaries of 15
walks.
For the Braves, Tins Brown
was the winning pitcher, striking out eight and allowing five
hits. David McMillen was two
of three with a double, and
Jeff Butterworth added a Wt.,.
pie to the attack.

Freezer Special
Partins Sausage
$119

East-West Game In Jeopardy
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) President-elect Mike Stewart
of the sponsoring Kentucky
High School Coaches Association knows the importance of
this Friday's East-West Kentucky high school football ander game.
Stewart, who will be
coaching the west squad, has
watched declining attendance
in the series and he is well
aware that another sparse
crowd could spell the end at
the annual games.
Only 1,400 turned out for last
year's game, and unless a
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In Junior Babe Ruth
baseball last night, the Tigers
and the Braves rolled to wins
over the Dodgers and Indians,
17-6 and 16-4.

•

Photos By Scott Brooks

MURRAY

For the Mets, Chad Henciron
had two hits.
For the Twins, Bruce Thurman had a home run and a
double; Cynthia Garland had
two hits, including a triple;
Nathan had two, including a
double; and Jonathan Payne,
Allen Rayburn and Mickey
Hill had two hits each.
For the Reds, Mike Brock
had two hits.

13-Year-Old League Opens

score of 6-1,6-1.
But then Jackson joined
forces with her reliable teammate, Kathy Outland, and the
two swept by the team of Starr
Jones, also from Murray, and
Cheri Simmons, who played
for Lone Oak and was the
region singles champion. They
won the match,6-0,6-1.

since the death last month of
Terry Furlow in an
automobile accident.
Boston, choosing third,
opted for Kevin McHale,a 6-11
center from Minnesota who
may be shifted to power forward in the pros. McHale is an
aggressive - player
who
averaged 17.4 points and 8.1
rebounds per game last winter
and was the MVP of the
postseason Aloha Classic,
regarded by scouts as a prime
showcase for NBA prospects.

Tigers, Braves Roll To Wins

batted in. Brian Harrison, who
scored two runs, and Justin
Cross, who drove in three,
each had two hits.
For the Cubs, James Yeary
had three hits, including a triple; scored three runs, and
drove in two. Mike Bury had
two hits, including a double,
and scored three runs.

Dodgers, Twins Defeat Mete,
Reds In Park League Games
In the Park League last
night, the Dodgers defeated
the Meta, 14-7, and the Twins
got by the Reds, 13-10.

Griffith, like Carroll a
mantes of The Associated
Press' All-America team,
averaged 22.9 points per game
and was voted the outstanding
player at five tournaments
last season, including the
NCAA Midwest Regional and
the NCAA Finals. He was also
named the most valuable
player of a postseason all-star
game in Las Vegas, Nev.

The Utah Jazz, picking second, took guard Darrell Griffith, the explosive 6-4 star who
led Louisville to the college
championship. Griffith is a
tremendous jumper and a fine
shooter who was rated by
most scouts as the most
talented player available in
The Jazz had been anxious
the draft.
to obtain a big, scoring guard

Pirates, Twins Win Close Games
In the Kentucky League last
night, the Pirates nipped the
Astros, 6-5, and Twins got by
the Cubs,15-13.
For the Pirates, James
Payne was the winning pitcher, allowing just four hits
and striking out six batters.

LOUISVILLE - Murray
High's Candy Jackson ran into
an impenetrable opponent
yesterday as she dropped the
championship match of the
girls 18-and-under division in
the Joe Creason Junior Qualifying tournament to Lexington
Henry Clay's Lee McGuire,
who won the state tournament
just the week before, by a

2 PCS CHICKEN

hotel, was open to the public
and a capacity crowd of about
500 packed the spectators'
gallery.
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Herzog Brings Cards A Win In First Game
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ley BRUCE LOW 171
AP averts Writer
It took • while for Whitey
Herzog to get his first victory
as a National League
manager. But that was
nothing compared to how keg
It took San Francisco to win its
game Monday Wet.
"We went through a lot of
these games last year," Herzog said after the former Kansas Qty Royals manager
returned triumphantly — sort
of — to the major leagues at
the St. Louis Cardinals' helm.
Herzog, succeeding Ken
Boyer, needed a lot of help
from George Hendrick, namely his run-scoring single in the
first inning, RBI double in the
sixth and three-run homer in
the 10th inning that gave the
Cardinals a nail-biting 6-5 victory over Atlanta and ended
their five-game losing streak.
It took the Cards 24i hours to
make Herzog a winner. In
Philadelphia, it took an incredible 714 hours from first
pitch to last — including the
five-hour rain delay — before

pitching fnxii 41-year-old Jun
Kaat, then the Braves began
chipping away at St. Louis' 5-0
lead, finally tying It in the
ninth on Glenn Hubbard's
RBI-single off winning reliver
John Littlefield.
"It's tough when in my first
game back my starting pitcher's older than me," Herzog
joked before the game, nodding toward Kaat. And after
the seesaw affair Herzog joked again: "A laugher. That's
the way they say all our
games have been.
"I was very particular
about the job I'd take," he
said. "This was the first one
offered to me — so I took it.
The Cardinals still have the
"I don't think we are a last
worst record in the majors, 19- place club," he said of the
34, having won only six of their Cards, who trail fifth-place
last 28 games."We dug a little Chicago by five games and
hole for ourselves," the 48- first-place Montreal by 12 in
year-old Herzog said, "and the NL East. "Things have
we've got to put a streak happened and I'm not blaming
together to get back in it (the anybody. We've just got to
pennant race). And that's right it."
hard to do without good pitIn the 10th inning, Keith
ching."
Hernandez walked and Ted
He got five innings of good Simmons, who had homered in
the Giants locked up a 3-1 victory.
Elsewhere on the National
League's weather-plagued
schedule, the Cincinnati Reds
and San Diego Padres played
to a 154 tie with the game called after 104
,innings following
3'i hours of rain delays, the
Los Angeles Dodgers' game
against the Meta in New York
was rained out before it began
and the Houston Astros beat
the Chicago Cubs 8-2. Pittsburgh and Montreal were not
scheduled.

NL Rounaup

the third inning, singled cif
Larry Bradford before Hendrick greeted Gene Garber
with his 12th homer of the
year.
Gluts 3, PhIla 1
For four innings Steve
Carlton pitched perfect ball
and had a 1-0 lead thanks to
Bob Boone's homer Then the
rains came.. and came .and
came...
And when they finally stopped, Carlton lost his perfect
game. And after he left, the
FUJI lost the game as well
when Jack Clark unloaded a
two-run homer off Dickle
Notes in the eighth inning.
Umpire Bob Engel, the crew
chief, insisted he wasn't thinking about Canton's potential
perfect game when he refused
to call the game a washout.
"I'd like to see it stop, get
the game in, get the gate in, be
fair to both sides," he said
during the delay. "There are
so many things to consider.
You're damned if you do and
you're damned if you don't."

SPORTS AT A GLANCE

Reds 6,Padres
San Diego appeared to have
a 6-2 victory in the bag,
especially when it started
pouring in the middle of the
eighth inning. But the umps
waited out the rain and, more
than 14 hours later, play
resumed.
And in the ninth, Cincinnati
erupted for four runs, three on
Dave Concepion's basesloaded double, the other one
on Ken Gnffey's single. Dave
Collins had a two-run homer
for the Reds in the fifth while
Jerry Turner and Willie Montames each drove in three runs
for the Padres.
A,trosl,Cub02
Ken Forsch retired the first
15 Chicago batters he faced,
then needed relief help in the
sixth inning to pick up the victory. But it was his two hits,
one of them a run-scoring
single in Houston's five-run
third inning, that had him
smiling.
"I enjoyed that," he said. "I
enjoyed getting those hits as
much as anything else."

Jackson Continues Success Against Lefties
By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
Reggie Jackson has been
hitting pitchers right and left
these days — mostly left.
Despite swinging from the
left side of the plate, the
Yankee slugger has been defying baseball logic by hitting
southpaws with unaccustomed
regularity.
Eight of hLs 11 homers have
been socked off left-handers,
Including one Monday night
that helped the Yankees beat
the California Angels 8-7 in 10
innings.
"I usually hit better against
right-handers," said Jackson,
who can enjoy it but can't explain his success against
southpaws.
In addition to his dramatic
solo homer in the ninth inning
off Dave LaRoche, which tied
the game at 7-7, Jackson had a
two-run double off LaRoche in
the seventh, when the
Yankees scored four times to
wipe out a 4-0 Angel lead.
"My thought was to give the
team, the manager and
myself the best chance," said
Jackson, recalling his
thoughts before the seventhinning double. "I wanted to
get the fat of the bat on the ball
with a good compact swing.".

AVM LABLE

In the only other American
League games Monday night,
Baltimore beat Oakland 3-2
and Seattle edged Boston 8-7 in
13 innings. Rain washed out
the contest between Kansas
City and Cleveland.

to right.
"The ball wasn't too deep
and I knew the right fielder
had a strong arm. But I wasn't
going to wait until the 22rid inning," said Kelly after beating
Tony Armes' throw to the
plate

AL Roundup

Lasorda Never Shuts Off Phone

By WILL GRIIVISLEY
AP Special Correspondent
NEW YORK (AP) — Los
Angeles' manager Tommy
Lasorda'had hardly checked
into his New York hotel room
Monday morning when the
telephone started ringing.
A reminder from Dr.
Maurice Saklad about an 11:30
dental appointment. The
Italian Society called to say
don't forget the luncheon in his
honor Tuesday. Old Friends
wanting to say "hello."
Strangers
requesting
baseballs, caps and other
army sergeants from World
War II.
"I never shut off my

Softball League
Begins Season
The Murray-Calloway County Girls Softball League began
its summer season last night
as the Royals defeated the
Nats, 9-3, and the Aces won
over the Angels,6-2.
In the Royals' win, Jann
Washer was the winning pitcher and helped herself with a
three-run home run.
For the Aces, the big blow
was a two-run home run by
Lynette Thompson, who also
was the winning pitcher.
Thompson was two for three
with three runs batted in for
the game.

phone," said the ebullient
Dodger perennial. "If
somebody wants to talk to me,
I don't care how trivial, I'll
talk to them."
But back to those sergeants:
They weren't begging. They
were just collecting.
"It's a funny but true
story," said Mr. Dodger, who
brought his dub to town as
No.1 in Division West and bent
on reviving the pennant
surges of 1977 and 1978 interrupted by a slump last season.
"It's 1945 and I'm doing an
army hitch at Fort Meade,
Md. I go up to my master
sergeant and ask for a
weekend pass.
"Naw, nothing doing,' he
said.
"I said, 'If you give me a
pass I'll give you two tickets to
a major league game when I
get out.
"The sarge was skeptical.
He asked what major league
team I played for. I told him I
pitched for Concord in the
North Carolina State League.
"The North Carolina State
League!' he blurted, almost
falling off his chair. But he
seemed amused at my gall. I
got the pass.
"A couple of weeks later I
repeated the request. 'Not
again,' the sergeant said. But
he gave me the pass. Before I
was through. I had hustled
him out of about 10 weekend

Eleven years passed. Lasorda, a left-handed pitcher, had
paid his minor league dues —
Concord, Dover, Schenectady
and mostly Montreal — and
put in a couple of inauspicious
years with the Dodgers before
landing with Kansas City in
1956.
The then Kansas City A's
swung into Boston for a series
with the Red Sox. An obscure
pitcher on the roster didn't
forget.
"I knew my old master
sergeant, Lou Ftinaldi, lived in
Springfield, Mass., Lasorda
• "I got the hotel operator
to put in a call. "Serge,' I
said, 'guess who this is? This
is Lasorda from Fort Meade.
Come on over and you can get
those tickets.'
"He came. Since then, I
have repaid those weekend
pass debts 10 times over."
Scheduled for a ticket to
tonight's game with he Mets
was another sergeant, a
Lasorda war buddy.
"He was my barber in the
service," Lasorda explained
with unbridled relish. "Sure, I
made crazy deals with him for
haircuts just like I promised
tickets to my uncle who owns a
restaurant in my hometown,
Norristown, Pa. How do you
think I got all those hot Italian
sandwiches.?"
'I can't say 'no.' I'm a
bleeding heart."
He bleeds Dodger blue.

Fast, Reliable

University Gulf Service
At Five Points
L.D. Workman, Owner
Phone 753-5782
Murray, Ky. 42071

By HAL BOCK
AP Sports Writer
Two baseball legends died a
couple of days apart last week
and the sport is poorer for the
loss of writer-historian Fred
Lieb and Hall of Fame pitcher
Rube Marquard.
Both were in their 90s when
they passed away and the
game they loved mourns the,
Ices. They spanned the sport
from its somewhat humble
beginnings at the start of this
century through its growth as
the nation's most popular
pastime. They were immortals, one working in the press
box,describing the action, and
the other on the field, supplying the thrills.
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Lieb was a writer. But that
description alone hardly does
him justice. He covered
baseball, an activity that
fascinated him, for 66 years
and was there for 64 World
Series. Why he missed two of
them is anybody's guess but
you can forgive that little indiscretion when you consider
some of his credentials.
He was there in 1915 when
Babe Ruth his the the first of
his record 714 home runs.
That's baseball history. He
also covered Ruth's record
60th home run in 1927. More
history
He covered baseball's
brightest moments and he
covered its darkest interlude
— the Black Sox scandal of
1919.
He was directly responsible
for Ty Cobb hitting .401 in 1922
instead of .399, giving the
Georgia Peach credit for a
single on a ball ruled an error
by a first year official scorer.
As so often happens in press
boxes, there was a brief
debate on whether the ball
was a hit or an error. Lleb was
so respected that his call on
the play rather than the official scorer's was accepted
by those who coriipiled the
record books, and Cobb had
his third .400 season.
When Lieb broke in as a
writer in 1911, his contemporaries were some of the
giants of sports journalism
He shared press boxes with
bylines like Grantland Rice,

Heywood Broun and Damon
Runyon. And the rookie official scorer whose error call
on Cobb got lost in the shuffle
when Lieb ruled the ball a hit
was John Kieran, no
lightweight in the sportswriting fraternity either.
Lieb was blessed with total
recall and when a young man
would ask him about Ruth or
Cobb or Lou Gehrig or Christy
Mathewson, or any of the
other immortals, he'd tell you
all you'd want to know.
Marquard weaved his share
of that legend and lore which
Lieb reported. The pitcher arrived in New York with John
McGraw's Giants ...yes, kiddies, once upon a time, the
Giants played in New York
...at the end of the 1908 season,
three years before Lieb showed up.
His given name was
Richard, but when he produced a 28-19 season and struck
out 250 letters in 367 innings in
the AmIlIican Association that
year, they started comparing
him with the best left-hander
around at the time, Rube Waddell. Marquard was called
Rube after that.
Marquard finished his
career with 201 victories and,
in 1971, at the age of 62, he was
voted into Baseball's Hall of
Fame by the veteran's committee. One of the voters on
that committee WEIS able to
present first-hand testimony
on the pitcher's credentials.
That voter was Fred Lieb.
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Transactions
By The Associated Press
BASEBALL
American leagae
TORONTO BLUE JAYS-Signed Rico
Sutton, David Trimble and Mike Hurdle,
outfielders; Bob McNair,first baseman,
Matt Newroce, Jim Baker arid Tan
Lukish, pitchers; and Kirk Richmond
and John Cosby, catchers. /waged Sutton. McNair, Baker, Hurdle and Lean
to Utica of the New York-Penn League
and Trimble, Nerrocki, Richmond,
Cosby and liarru Kinnard to Medicine
Hat of the rookie Pioneer League.
BASKETBALL
Ranee Basketball ASIeciatlea
BOSTON CELTICS-Traded na first
and 13th round draft picks to Golden
State for Robert Parish, center, arid its
first-round pick.
CHICAGO BULLS-Traded their
rights to Cedrick Hordges, forward, to
Denver. If Hordges makes Denver,

Clucago mil get the Nuggets' secondRound draft pack tn 1981 11 he fail, to
make the club, the Bulls will receive
Denver's third-round tacit in 19E2 Signed
George Maynor,guard
INDIANAPOLIS PACERS- Named
Dick Vertheb general manager
NEW JERSEY NETS-Signed Jun
Abramaltu, forward, to • multi-year
contract
NEW YORK KNICKS-Signed Larry
Rogers,forward
PORTLAND TRAIL BLAZERSReached an agreement with Tom
Owens,center, a,,three-year contract
FOOTBALL
Natiaaal Football League
BALTIMORE COLTS-Signed Ilm
Foley, Larry Stewart and Scott Collins.
tackles; Gerald Higgins and Eugene
Jacobs, Linebackers, Ron LaPointe,
tight end; and Randy Bielski, kicker.

Sports In Brief
By No eseesseil Peas
•
GOV
PURTHCAWL, Wales t Al' Niche's Bawdy it Lee Meek*
defeated Webb uugh cheaaploo Andrew
Ingram to spirt as Impressive run al
Americus firaeousd soccores in the
Bone Meese Gad (lampoonahp
Stevea Owe it Chicago scored •
hole notary owls &DONA oaertutional
player Ian Bradelew
Otior fasteand Amerman wooers
were Oradea Kling of Neuf York.
Atleata's Charles Harrison and Graham
Cowan of Los Amgen
WEISEL
NEW YORK I AP) - Third basemen
George Brett of the Kansas Oty Royal.
was named Anrarleass League Player of
the Week Brett betted AN during the
Jaw 2.4 voting penal and accumulated
total bases, including two doubles and
four home runs
HOCKEY
MONTREAL: Al': - Scotty Morrison
the National Hockey Leagues referee
in-chit, said that the league has adopted
its toughest approach y et toward brawl
A new rule passed at the session says
that when a fight erupts, all players
must leave the area and go to their tenches or a clearly-defined zone of noncombatants. Failure to do so will result
in • minor penalty In addition, any
player who drops a glove or both gloves
after a fight has started will receive a 10'
minute misconduct penalty
TENNIS
LONDON AP - Roscoe Tanner
struggled for shwa two hours to heat
Rod Frawley 34, 6-1, 9-7 in the first
round of the Stella Artois Tennis Grand
Pru at the Queen's Club
The tournament also India Not seed
Hared Solomon. who flew home to the
United States after aggravating a muscle your)
GENERAL
•
MONTREAL Al" - The Canadian
Olympic Asscc ution is cotedering ways
to honor Canadian athletes who wail be
going to the Olympics because of the
boycott. WA President Richard Pound
said
Pound said the group is encouraging
the venom sport bodies to go ahead with
selection of Olympic teams He sea the
annotation then may issue the teams
with commemorative medals to honor
the athletes

U.S. Open Site Lost Nixon As Member
By GARY MYERS
AP Sports Writer
SPRINGFIELD, N.J. (AP)
— The prestigious golf club
which this week will host the
U.S. Open Championship lost
Richard Nixon as a member
more than a decade ago
because of its allegedly
discriminatory admission
practices.
As the Republican presidential nominee, Nixon in 1968
was a member of the 13altusrol
Golf Club, where this year's
U.S. begins Thursday. Faced
with charges that the club had
a discriminatory membership
policy, Nixon at first promised
to make changes "from
within."
A month later, after the New
Jersey Chapter of the
American Civil Liberties
Union challenged Nixon by
saying there were 10 blacks
and 10 Jews seeking membership, Nixon resigned his
membership.
"I believe it appropriate

that I disassociate myself
from all organizations," Nix.. on wrote to the club's board of
directors, "and activities not
related to the commitment I
have undertaken by acceptance of the foregoing nomination."
Twelve
years
later,
Baltusrol ( named for Baltus
Roll, the victim of an unsolved
murder in 1831 on what was to
become the club's grounds)
has a membership of about
500, with "a few Jews and no
blacks," according to John
McGuire, a club member and
tournament organizer.
"There are no blacks here
and we're not going to find
them," he said Monday.
"Because of our admission
procedure, blacks have not
reached the point in our socioeconomic strata to apply for
membership.
"The real point is they must
first worry about educating
their children, paying the
mortgage, dealing with every-

day expenses, before joining a
club like Ours," said McGuire,
a Newark lawyer. "In
general, the percentage of
blacks has not reached that
point. It's a fact, unfortunately."
Baltusrol's admission procedures are actually quite
similar to most private golf
clubs. A prospective member
must haves sponsor, someone

to second a nomination, then
four letters from members to
the admissions committee.
Then,
prospective
the
member is invited to the club 7
to meet the admissions committee before his name is
released to the general
membership, which is asked
for input. To be admitted, the
prospective member must be
approved unanimously by the
club members.
McGuire said it costs about
$5,000 for the first year of
membership, which includes
the initiation fee, purchase of
stock in the club and the annual dues,about $1,250 a year.

REdets

Legends Die Days Apart

• Maybe it's time for a change!
Dirty oil can damage your car, so
play it safe. See us for regular oil
checks and changes!

Free Gift Wropping

ings to pick up the victory for
Seattle.
Behind 5-0 after three innings, the Mariners finally
caught Boston at 6-6 in the
seventh on Tom Paciorek's
runscoririg single and Jim
Anderson's sacrifice fly.

Dodger Manager In Demand

After Jackson tied the game
in the ninth, Bob Watson won
it for New York in the 10th
with a two-out RBI single.
Bobby Brown had reached
base on a fielder's choice and
stole second before Watson
singled off Dave Lemanczyk,
2-6.
Rich Gossage, 1-0, picked up
the victory with 72-3 innings of
one-hit relief.
Orioles 3, A's!
Eddie Murray's sacrifice fly
in the ninth inning scored Pat
Kelly from third base, leading
Baltimore over Oakland.
Before Kelly drew a walk, the
Orioles had been virtually
helpless for more than six innings against the A's Rick
Langford, 4-5. After three
straight hits in the second inning, Langford retired 22
straight batters.
Ken Singleton sent Kelly to
third with a single and Murray
followed with his sacrifice fly

Let's Take a Look
At the Oil!

Mariners 8, Red Sox 7
Juan Beniquez hit his first
homer of the season in the 13th
inning, lifting Seattle over
Boston. Beniquez hit the first
pitch from Dick Drago, 2-3,
with one out. Dave Heaverlo,
4-0 worked the final 22-3 inn-
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Try these two new delicious pizzas at our special prices and
you'll want to come back for

more.
The best deals in town that you've all waited
for...
Check our other ad on Page 2 to see what's
back at Dakota Feed & Grain & Pagliais.
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Complete State Lists
Available Free From
Wildlife Federation

A _ Aliff
AN OLD STYLE GOSPEL SING Md., the theme at the Land Between the Lakes
Homeplace-18SO for 8 year old Delinda and Joe Davis of Shiloh, Tenn. Joe is a student
at the University of Tennessee at Martin and is serving as a Park and Recreation Administration intern with M. Both Joe and Delinda are the children of Mr. and Mrs. Bill
Davis.

Past History To Unfold As
Jenny Wiley Trial To Open
By Helen Price Stacy
A long, winding trail wends
its path from the modern 1960s
through nine Eastern Kentucky counties and all the way
back to the red man and
pioneer heroine Jenny Wiley.
The trail is the scenic and
historic Jenny Wiley Trail, 180
miles of spectacular Kentucky
vistas. Grand opening of the
trail is scheduled June 21. The
ceremony will be sponsored
by the Jenny Wiley Trail Conference.
Supporting the trial conference in the grand opening
will be Area 11 Girl Scouts who
invite everyone to attend the
opening and join the hike. The
scouts will lead a five mile
hike and point out the genuine
natural beauty of the trail.
Along with the trail conference and Girl Scouts,
dignitaries from Kentucky's
Department of Parks and
state government will extend
a welcome to people in the TriState (Kentucky, Ohio and
West Virginia).
Carl Curnutte, 35, of
Ashland was the first person
to complete the 180-mile trail.
It just makes you think and
be thankful that God put such
beautiful country here," he
said after finishing his sevenday journey in April.
Curnutte is chairman of the
trail conference and familiar
with hiking trails and nature.
While not advocating that
others do the same, he said he
used crystal clear streams,

June 10
thru
13

from South Portsmouth to
Jenny Wiley State Resort
Park near Prestonsburg, for
his drinking water.
Some sectors of the trail
pass through privately-owned
farmland. All hikers are requested to observe trail rules
and hiking regulations. The
trail first was planned in the
early 1970s and has about 20
shelters to accommodate
overnight hikers.
Its beginning is in Greenup
County. The trail travels
ridgetops through Carter and
Elliott counties, reaches into
rugged Devils Fork in Morgan
County and goes on through
valleys, meadows and rocky
peaks through Johnson and
Floyd counties. The 180 miles
end at Goble Branch campground area in Jenny Wiley
State Resort Park.
The grand opening
ceremony for the trail will be
at 1 p.m. at the South Portsmouth end, across from Portsmouth bridge. Guests are advised to arrive any time from
9 to 11 a.m, to start the five-

mile special hike. At the end of
the five-mile hike, buses will
take hikers back for a program at which descendants of
Jennie Wiley will cut the ribbon to officially open the trail.
The day's schedule includes: 9 to 11 a.m. - opportunity to hike five miles of the
trail; 11:30 a.m. - canoe races
on the Ohio River with men's
and women's divisions, mixed, over - 18 and unlimited;
noon - fun and games for
children; 12:30 p.m. - Kentucky Long Rifles exhibition;
1 p.m. - ribbon-cutting and
dedication; 2 p.m. - O.A. Indian Dancers.
Orville Wheeler, author of
"White Squaw," the story of
Jenny Wiley, will autograph
copies of the book during the
opening day ceremonies.
Curnette has information
about the trail, the grand
opening activities and entry
rules for the canoe races. Contact him at 3465 Boy Scout
Road, Ashland, Ky.41101 or by
phoning ( 606 324-6930.

Channel 32 Again To
Sponsor Competition
Channel 32, WLKY
Louisville, is again sponsoring
-Drums Across America",
the national drum and bugle
corps competition held in
Louisville. The corps consist
of teenagers who travel across
the country, participating in

CENTRAL
CENTER

Bring A Friend
to Lunch Week
Buy the special meal of the day and get
the 2nd meal FREE

TUESDAY — Grilled Beef Liver &
Onions, 2 vegetables, corn bread or
rolls $1.89
WEDNESDAY — Spaghetti Dinner,
tossed salad, roll or 2 vegetables $1.99
THURSDAY — Southern Fried
Chicken, cole slaw and fries, rolls or
two vegetables $2.29
FRIDAY — Fried Clam Feast, slaw
and fries $2.59
Beverages Not Included in Meal Price.
New Hours: Mon.-Saturday 10:00-4:00
Closed Sunday

competitions such as this, in
hopes that they might get to
participate in the finals held at
the end of the summer.
The date of 32 Alive's competition is Thursday, June
26th. It will be held in the
Stadium at the Kentucky Fair
di Exposition Center, and will
begin promptly at 7:30 p.m.
The corps participating in
this year's competition are:
Suncoast Sound, Largo, Fla.;
Long Island Kingsmen, Long
Island, N.Y.; Florida
Vanguard, Pembroke Pines,
Fla.; Crossmen, Delaware
County, Penn.; Spirit of Atlanta, Atlanta, Ga.; Bridgemen,
Bayonne, N.J.
The Imperial Guard, the
new drum corps from
Evansville, Ind. will be giving
their first performance also on
this date. They will be playing
"exhibition" prior to the competition, at approximately
7:15 p.m.
Tickets are $5 general admission, $6 reserved seating.
These tickets will reflect
-Reserved Section" only, seat
numbers will not be specified.
The best seats will still be on a
'first come first serve' basis.
Tickets are available now
and can be obtained by writing
to: Drums Across America,
P.O. Box 6205, Louisville, Kentucky, 40206, if postmarked by
June 16th. Otherwise, tickets
may be obtained at the
Stadium Box Office the day of
the show.

Does the front of your foreign car bounce and sway?
Let Murray Muffler inspect your McPherson Struts or
shocks at no charge or obligation

Murray Muffler &
Automotive Center
201 So. 7tli

753,9

The scissor-tailed flycatcher holds the title in
Oklahoma. In Vermont it's the
hermit thrush. All 50 states, in
fact, have chosen official state
birds and many have also
named official mammals,
trees, and flowers. Eighteen
states have gone so far as to
designate official state insects.
The complete lists can be
found in a new publication
available free from the National Wildlife Federation "Official Birds, Mammals,
Trees, Flowers, Insects, and
Fish of the U.S., Territories,
and Possessions.
The NWF pamphlet reveals
that the most honored bird in
the U.S. is the cardinal, which
is the official bird in seven
states (Illinois, Indiana, Kentucky, North Carolina, Ohio,
Virginia, and West Virginia),
perhaps in gratitude for the
bird's helpful habit of feeding
on the destructive boll weevil
and codling moth. Two states
chose endangered species for
their state bird: Hawaii took
the nene (Hawaiian goose),
and Louisiana, the brown
pelican.
The most popular official
mammal among the 23 states
that have named one is tht
white-tailed deer, chosen by
South Carolina, Pennsylvania,
and...Mississippi. Three states
appointed endangered mallals
as their mascots: Connecticut,
the sperm whale; Florida, the
manatee; and Hawaii, the
hump-back whale.
Virginia declined to name a
state mammal, but khose instead to appoint an official
state dog: the foxhound, of
course, in honor of the state's
renowned fox hunts. Maryland
also named an official state
dog — the Chesapeake Bay
retriever, while Idaho calls
the Appaloosa its official state
horse.
Every state has an official
tree, and 18 chose a conifer —
from the longleaf pine
( Alabama) to the Black Hills
spruce (South Dakota). Other
popular species are the oak,
elm, and maple, while
Mississippi, naturally, chose
the magnolia.
Mississippi also named the
magnolia its official state
flower, as did Louisiana. Five
states and the District of Columbia decided that a rose, by
any name, is sweet. So, D.C.
went with the American Beauty rose; Georgia, the
Cherokee rose; Iowa, the wild
rose; North Dakota, the wild
prairie rose; and New York,
which isn't picky, just the
rose.
Of the 18 states that decided
to designate anj official insect,
nine chose the honeybee, that

Folksong Festival
To Celebrate Fifth
Year Of Existence
The Kentucky Folksong
Festival will celebrate its fifth
year of existence at Grayson
Lake, in northeastern Kentucky, June 14-15. The festival
is sponsored by the U.S. Corps
of Engineers and is held at the
damsite.
Local musicians and bands
perform "almost continually"
throughout the two-day
festival, according to Corps of
Engineers officials. Music
runs Saturday, June 14, from
noon to 10 p.m., and Sunday,
noon to 6 p.m. Lonzo and
Oscar, comedians from the
Grand Ole Opry, will perform
Sunday at land 4 p.m.
Tickets are $2 each day for
adults; children under 12 are
admitted free.
Camping is available at
nearby Grayson Lake State
Park on a first-come, firstserved basis. Concession
booths will serve food and
drinks.
The damsite is seven miles
south of Grayson on Highway
Ky-7.
More information about the
festival may be obtained by
writing Resource Manager,
U.S. Corps of Engineers,
Route 2, Box 258, Grayson,KY
41143 or by calling )606) 4745815.
INMAIS
TOLEDO, Ohio (AP) —
After Donald Robert Fleitz
nuirriedDiane Ruth Nelson, it
seemed natural to keep the D
R. F. initials in the family
The first child was named
Dawn Rene, and the second,
Donald Ryane When the third
child came a few months ago,
they named her Dandi Rae

•

helpful pollinator. Connecticut
honors the praying mantis, the
gardener's delight, while
California went with the
yellow and black dogface butterfly.
As for official fish, 26 states
were lured into naming one.
Bass, both large and
smallmouth, white, and
striped, were chosen by ten
states. Nine states named five
varieties of trout - golden,
rainbow, brook, steelhead,
and the black spotted cutthroat, which is endangered in
its sponsor state of Montana.
For a copy of "Official
Birds, Mammals, Trees,
Flowers, Insects, and Fish of
the U.S., Territories, and
Possessions, "write the National Wildlife Federation,
Dept. 10, 1412 16th Street,
N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036.
Single copies are free; additional copies are 5 cents each.
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CIVITAN INITIATION — J. H. Nix, left, presented Lee Bolen, center, with a framed
copy of the Civitan Creed while Virginia Bolen, right, membership chaiperson of the
Murray Civitan Club, welcomes him into the club at the annual family picnic held by
the club at the City-County Park on Thursday. Nix sponsored Bolen for membership.
The initiation ceremony was conducted by Lt. Governor Wayne Williams who supervises the Civitan Clubs in Cadiz, Hopkinsville, and Murray. At the close of the picnic
program, Bolen and Larry Dunn presented a program of guitar music and songs.

Inspectors To Attempt To
Keep Amusement Parks Safe
FRANKFORT, Ky. — It's
outdoor, cotton candy, carnival and fair season again.
New on the midway this year
will be a team of inspectors
trying to keep the amusement
rides safe as well as fun.
The team is from the
Department for Human
Resources consumer product
safety branch.'Itus will be Use
first year for the inspection
program.
There have been indications
people attending fairs, amusement parks aftd carnivals are
being exposed to safety
hazards while usingthe rides,
said branch manager Edsel
Moore.
Recently there have been
reports of several major accidents in the nation in which
32 people have been killed and
many others seriously injured. At the conclusion of last
year's fair season in Kentucky
there 'were three serious injuries reported, and the extent
of the problem is not well
defined, Moore said. -The
main reason for this is that
many carnivals, amusement
parks and insurance companies don't release the information. In the future we hope
to change that."
Last year the department's
consumer product safety
branch was designated as the
agency responsible for amusement ride safety in the state,
said Moore. Until now the
branch's inspectors did not
have the expertise to effectively identify health hazards

Ti

on arnusment rides, he said.
"Now that our inspectors have
been trained, we feel ready to
start an effective program,"
he explained.
During the inspections, said
Moore, the safety branch will
be looking more at the
mechanical aspects of the
equipment than at the appearance. "We will be looking
at the failsafe mechanisms,
hydraulic systems, stress
points, pivot points,- metal
wear, safety restraints and
systems and for structural
modifications."
According to Moore, the inspectors will pay particular
attention to on-going preventive maintenance.
Because of the extremely
high cost of new equipment,
many amusement ride owners
and operators are using rides
20 years old or older, said
Moore. "While most of the
older equipment is much less
sophisticated and complicated
than new equipment, parts
often are worn-out and
replacements are not
available," he said. -When
this happens, new parts must
be machined locally. It is very
important that these new
parts be inspected to insure
that they match original
tolerances and specifications."
As part of the amusement
ride inspection program the
safety branch will be working
closely with safety agencies of
surrounding states to monitor

rides as they leave one site
and set up in another, Moore
said. "This is especially
helpful when checking
maintenance programs and
identifying rides that have
been determined unsafe by inspectors of another state."
The most important part of
the amusement ' ride inspection program is feedback
from consumers. "More often
than not,- he said,"consumer
reports are all we have to go
on before an investigation."
Moore encourages Kentuckians who suspect a hazard
or experience an injury to contact the Department for
Human Resources, Consumer
Product Safety Branch, 275 E.
Main St., Frankfort, Ky.,
40621. The telephone number
is (502) 564-4537.

Copier on
the blink?

RI
RI

Better see the new—very
reliable—A B Dick 990
plan paper copier
The 993 has allot the "most
wanted" features of machines costing 50% more
—including the versatility
to make 11'' x 17" copies,
copy both sides, and use
most any kind of paper, in•
eluding otierhead transparencies and labels
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116 NORTH 7TH
247-5912
MAYFIELD

STEAK'N
SIRLOIN *474• STUFF

SPECIAL
"
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$2.99 $2.79
Includes All You Can Eat SOUP 'n SALAD BAR
• Baked Potato or Fries & Stockade Toast
• Kids' Menu Items. only 99C

SIRLOIN STOCKADAIR
Our quality win keep you cloak back.
Bel Air Shopping Center

1

OPEN HOUSE

302 N.7th Street
Mayfield,Ky.
We've improved our facilities for the future! Come and
join with your neighbors at the

Grand Opening
June 12th 10:00 to 4:00
A tour of the facilities will be provided and refreshments
served.
Your Land Bank Association has existed and served Agriculture and the Rural Community of the Jackson Purchase since 1917. The Land Bank is totally owned and
operated by the farmers in this area.
Your Land Bonk Association is striving to serve you better.
STAFF
Steve Story, Manager
Dave Hornback, Assistant Manager
Alice Peevyhouse, Administrative Asst
Henry C. Jones, Field Assistant
Patsy L. Doom, Branch Office Ass't
Bill Hall, Field Assistant, Clinton Branch
Mikey Gibson, Branch Office Ass't - Clinton

BOARD MEMBERS
Max B. Hurt
Cecil Anderson
Larry Drummond
Brady Williamson
Robert R. Jackson

The Federal Land Banc Association of Mayfield serves eight counties, Mayfield Branch
Office serves Graves, Calloway, Marshall, McCracken and Ballard Counties. Clinton
Branch Office serves Hickman, Carlisle and Fulton Counties.
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Tulsa Managing Editor Writes
Of Attempt To Take Own Life
Never in my wildest dreams
could I have imagined the
events in my life that would
put me on this ledge.
Personal degrading circumstances that ruin people's
lives. Business experiences
that continually weaken the
fibers of success-oriented men
and women. Fear and frustration.
That damn car had gone onBy GORDON FALLLS
ly to the end of the bridge and
Tulsa Tiibune
was turning around.
TULSA, Olda. (AP) — I
I jumped.
looked and I cried.
Hitting the water was like
I had been crouching for being swatted with a giant
minutes on that narrow ledge paddle. It stung. My head
30 feet above the angry black, throbbed.
swirling water at Keystone
From the depths, as always,
Darn. I was shielded from the I surfaced.
headlights of passing
The spot from where I had
automobiles by a guard rail.
jumped was miles above me.
I stood erect, prepared to
My legs were paddling, but
Jump.
not because of my conscious
A car I hadn't seen ap- thought. I was staying afloat.
proached from the south.
How do you die in water?
Lie face down? Let the current
Slowed. Stopped.
-Kind of dangerous on that drag you out and under? Stop
side of the railing, isn't it?" breathing?
You can NOT just stop
the young driver asked.
breathing. It is impossible.
"Fishing," I said.
Instantly I knew I was a
"OK,be careful.He left.
live-er — not a die-er. It has
I was alone again.
taken me more than 50 years
to live this life, but the review
took only moments.
I swam.
I swam the length of the concrete structure fronting the
reservoir. I examined the
gates. They were closed. I
Steam clean your own knew I wouldn't be sucked
through them so I began
carpets the way
swimming toward the riprap
professionals
(rock) embankment I could
see beyond those gates. The
do ... but at '
current liras so swift I could
a fraction of
make no headway. I returned
the cost.
to the protection of the concrete reservoir wall.
Rent for only
I swam the length of it again
and again and again.
$800Per
—day
There was no way out of this
($12.00 overnight)
unless someone came.
Did that driver return to see
my jump? I hoped so.
One more swim.
Still I could make no headway against the current,
either to the south or the north
shoreline, which wastioser.
I was very tired. My head
BIG
dropped below the water line
JOHNS
and I gagged. But this only
CARPET
CLEANING
drove me to more swimming.
feloodol• & 1214
RENTAL
753-9616
I suddenly realized that
CENTER
hanging down the reservoir
EDITOR'S NOTE — Gordon
Fallis, 56-year-old managing
editor of The Tulsa (Okla.)
Tribune, jumped into
Keystone Lake in a suicide attempt Tuesday night. He
realized then that he did not
want to die and held on until be
was rescued. Here is his story
as it appeared in the Tribune
oa Friday.
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wall were heavy steel beams
with steps. I grabbed a beam
and fotuid a step. letting
I still was up to my armpits
in water, but I was secure on a
platform. The next step was
beyond my reach. I didn't
care. I was safe.
I would cling until exhaustion forced me back into the
water and thus by default give
what I sought — oblivion.
A siren sounded. They were
going to open the gates. Was
this routine? Could they be
hunting me?
There was no other sound,
just rushing water.
Would opening the gates
create greater currents that
would force me off my perch?
I knew men died going
through the gates and into the
swirling waters below.
Then a light. Voices. I cried,
"Help."
"Where are you? Are you
hurt?.'
"No" and "here" were my
tearful responses.
The "no" was encouraging
to them, but the "here" didn't
mean a thing.
Minutes later the light, the
men with the rope and my son,
whose tear-streaked face
shone in the floodlights above,
all found me.
One came down the
precarious wall to steady me.
Cheerful men greeted me
with words of support and encouragement.
My son was confused and
bewildered, but he let the
authorities take over.
A sheriff's lieutenant drove
me to Tulsa. He may go down
in my book as the most gentle,

PALM BEACH, Florida —
Governor Bob Graham of
Florida will host the 1980 annual meeting of the Southern
Regional Education Board
(SREB) which will focus its
discussions on setting state
policies for higher education
in the new era of enrollment
shifts and declines. The
meeting will be held June 15-17
at The Breakers hotel here.
Clark Kerr, who directed
the Carnegie Council on Policy
Studies in Higher Education in
the 70s, will be among a group
of panelists discussing
statewide policy options in the
80s with the governors,
legislators, and educators who
comprise the 70-member
Board of the interstate compact for higher education.
A number of other Southern
governors are expected to
take part in the meeting, including Lamar Alexander of
Tennessee; John N. Dalton of
Virginia; Richard W. Riley of
South Carolina; and William
F. Winter of Mississippi.
Ohio State University President Harold Enarson will be
the speaker at the opening session on Sunday evening, June
15, and Governor Graham,
who is the 1979-80 chairman of
SREB,will speak to the Board
at a dinner meeting the following evening.
Central to the meeting will

is proud to present
Thursday July 31,1980
For 2 Big Shows
7:00 p.m. and 9:30 p.m.
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A wealthy friend called,
demanding the best medical
care possible be given me and
offering to pay all expenses.
Hundreds of people, including my newspaper's
owners,called my house.
Always the same question:
"What can we do to help?"
Friends brought in dinners
for my family.
To all these people, I say
thanks — especially to my
physician who said, "You
were suicidal, but you are not
now suicidal."
My final salute is to my
family. I have always been
"needed- for the paycheck I
bring in to provide haircuts,
buy Christmas toys and to
help pay for repairs to the
numerous automobiles of all
shapes and sizes in my
driveway.
Jam also wanted with all the
fervent love and passion that
11 children and a wife can
muster.
If this recitation can bring
just one person from the bottom of life back to the top, or
near the top, I will feel the
public humiliation I am experiencing not to have been in
vain.

T
SCHOLASTIC TOURNAMENT — Seventh and eighth graders from twelve schools participated in the Calloway
County Middle School Scholastic Tournament held in May. The students were tested in the subject areas of English
reading, math, science, spelling and social studies. Calloway Middle was the winner of the sweepstakes trophy for
the highest number of total points. Individual trophies were also given to the top three students in each subject
area. In the top photo are Calloway participants — left to right — first row, Evy Jarrett, Molly Imes, Renee Taylor, Edward Crutchfield, Mikal Grimes, Rebecca Jones, second row, Pete O'Rourke, sponsor, Bill Chaney, Tony Melton
Lori Steele, Patricia Lassiter, sponsor, Betty Hassel, sponsor, Bracie Knight, sponsor, and Vicki Ragsdale, sponsor. In
the bottom photo are Murray Middle School participants — left to right — first row, Mice Wilkins, Kalani Hausman
second row, Ramona Burnley, Kim Greer, Amy Roos, Amy Ross, Julie Baker, third row, Suzanne Meeks, Charles
Cella, Joan Wilson, sponsor, Gina Brown,Joey Ashby and Ricky Rogers.

Education Policies To Be
Discussed At Meeting

Western Kentucky State Fair

ond

kindest man I have ever
known.
My city editor came in from
his rural home — to help me.
My family came to comfort
me.
The physician at the
hospital where they took me
was big, blustering and friendly.
My lawyers visited me at
the hospital. They came as
friends.

ROGERS

$12.00
$10.00
$8.00

For Ordering send stamped,serf addressed envelope to:
KENNY ROGERS TICKETS

Western Kentucky State Fair
Box 325
Hopkinsville, Kentucky 42240
When ordering please note show time you wont, either the 7:00 p.m or 9 30
p.m. Show.

be a day-and-a-half long symposium on coordination of
higher education in the 80s. In
commenting on the meeting's
focus, SREB President Winfred L. Godwin noted: "The
need for more effective
statewide planning and coordination will become especially acute, as the margin for inefficiency decreases. And the
consequences of failing to
coordinate could damage the
quality of a state's entire
system."
Board members will discuss
a number of questions arising
from the new slow-growth era
in higher education,
including —How can states
seize the opportunity to improve overall academic quality now that the pressures to increase capacity have eased?
—As institutions compete
for new student markets and
new services to counter
declines in their traditional
student base, who will decide
which of these activities meet
legitimate state needs and
which do not?
—How will states resolve
demands for additional
graduate programs while
maintaining quality in existing advanced education?
—Who will assume responsibility for terminating programs that are no longer productive or lag in quality?
—How can the statewide
coordinating process include
private higher education and
to what extent?
The morning of June 16 will
begin with a three-member
panel discussing these and
other issues. In addition to Dr.
Kerr, panel members include
Harold Geiogue, principal program analyst with the California Legislature's Joint
Legislative Budget Committee and Commissioner George
Weathersby of the Indiana
Commission for Higher
Education.
Board members will discuss
the ideas and approaches suggested by the panel, and then
break up into three work
groups which will spend the
afternoon discussing the symposium topics further. These
work groups will report on
their discussions at the
meeting's final session on
Tuesday morning, June 17.
The meeting will conclude
with a report from SREB
President Godwin and the annual business meeting and
election of officers. In addition
to Governor Graham, the
Board's other 1979-80 officers
are Board vice-chairman,
President Prince B. Woodard
of Mary Washington College in
Fredericksburg, Virginia, and
Board treasurer, Senator Paul
C. Broun of Athens, Georgia

Wondering
What To Get Dad
How About A Mail
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Subscription
To Last All
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CallToday
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Abuse Center To Be Closed

(Reviews CH Current Movies At Murray Theatres)
By KENT FORRESTER

residential care in its group Center, its utilization has been
home setting, the Friedman less than had been originally
Center also serves the region projected. Further, the prowith a non-medical detoxifica- gram basically duplicates the
tion unit and a situation iden- group home services provided
tification of 'SID" unit. by the Friedman Center and
Neither of these services were as such does not represent the
available at the Fulton facili- best use of staff and resources
ty. Persons needing these ser- that might be used in other
vices had to first go through programs, such as children
the Friedman Center program and youth services, in the nine
before they could become part counties served by the Board.
of the resident population at
In addition to the program
the New Horizon Center if considerations, the board also
these special services were has been advised that
needed.
substantial improvements
Acting Executive Director would have to be made to the
Robert East said that it is building that houses the probecoming more and more ap- gram. These improvements
parent that community based would involve additional
programs must more closely lighting codes along with
evaluate not only the level of several changes to bring the
service being provided in a facility into compliance with
given area, but also the level new state fire and electrical
of use of those services. In the code requirements.
case of the New Horizon
Cooper added that recent initiatives taken by the Carter
administration in relation to
funding for substance abuse
programs and the stated
priorities of the Kentucky
Department for Human
blackbird
Resources, provided addiAnswer to Monday's Puzzle
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tional incentive for a review of
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delivery system and look to
to Chance
providing a greater balance in
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51 Man's nickthe overall delivery of mental
particle
name
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health, mental retardation
27 Market
41 Perches
52 Transgress
28 Slaves
44 European
53 Roam
and substance abuse services.
31 Redacts
46 Nuisances
55 Vast age
East commented that the
34 Golf mound 48 Preposition 56 Plaything
decision to close the New
36 Continued
50 Speck
59 State Abbr
Horizon Center is not connected with recent an4 5 I 7 a
9 10 11
2 3
nouncements by the Depart13
14
ment for Human Resources
12UU
concerning the closing of
17
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several state operated alcohol
ill
19
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services. We were simply
22 23
faced with looking at all of our
NU
"
services and deciding if there
ZO
32
were duplications and
33
34
whether or not the services beii
41
ing provided were costefficient. We feel that by clos44
ing the New Horizon Center,
we will be better able to make
50 51 52
use of our existing staff not only in the Fulton County area,
57
but throughout the entire
Si
..
region," said East.

Travolta Rides Again

The Western Kentucky
Regional Mental HealthMental Retardation Board..
Inc., has announced that the
New Horizon Substance Abuse
Center, located in Fulton will
be closed on June 15.
In making the announcement, Glenda Cooper,
chairperson of the regional
board, indicated that the decision by the board to close the
two-year old facility was
made only after a thorough
evaluation of the Fulton program by both program and administrative staff as well as
the full board. According to
Cooper, the move to close the
center is being made to help
consolidate services provided
by the New Horizon Center
and Joseph L. Friedman
Regional Substance Abuse
Center located in Paducah.
In addition to providing for
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"MOBY DICK" stars Robert Stattel (left) and Jack Aranson as Ishmael and Ahab, respectively, as the Herman
Melville classic is heard on the Mobil-funded Masterpiece
Radio Theatre on NPR station WKAIS at 8 p.m. Wednesday.

Moby Dick To Be Aired
On Murray State Radio
the
Lear of
King
quarterdeck - that's how some
enraptured reader once
described Ahab, the obsessed
sea captain whose search for
the great white whale that
maimed him is chronicled in
Herman Melville's "Moby
Dick."
But Jack Aranson, who is
playing Ahab in Masterpiece
Radio Theatre's dramatization of the sea classic, goes
even further as he tries to explain Ahab's essence.
-Ahab is right up there with
the gods, the god that he is so
contemptuous of," Aranson
said. "He is in that big Lear,
Shylock, Othello, Macbeth,
Hamlet, Lucifer, Miltonic
world."
Aranson should know
whereof he speaks. For in addition to giving voice to Ahab
on WICMS-FM, fine arts radio
from Murray State University
on Wednesdays at 8 p.m., he's
played the role on stage
countless times. As a matter
of fact, he's played the whols
"Moby Dick" cast — 13
characters — in his one-man
show.
How did it feel to have the
other actors, like Robert Stattel as Ishmael in the Mobilfunded five-part radio drama
series, speaking lines he'd
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HOMING PIGEONS
AND FRAKA THE
FALCON.

come to think of as his own?
Actually, Aranson admits,
he was so busy capitalizing on
radio's unique capability to
convey the subtleties and
shadings of Melville's heroic
prose that he hardly thought
about it.
"There was a variety of
deliveries with different
microphones used for each —
memory sections, intimate
scenes, crowd scenes," Manson said, explaining the intricacies of modern radio
technology used to bring
playwright Anthony Giardino's script to life on location
and at WGBH-FM, Boston,
where Elinor Stout produces
the radio series.
"The troubles I had,if I may
be critical of myself," Manson added -is that the performance of Ahab generates so
much power. "It's hard to find
the right distance when doing
these really elemental big
sighs of Ahab. And the
speeches — I mean how often
does a man speak very casually in nine-syllable words?"
Aranson's first one-man
show, "Dylan," led to his second,''Moby Dick," and to his
current role as Ahab. The
Masterpiece Radio Theatre
assignment kept the widely
traveled Aranson in one place
for a comparatively long time
— he did three national tours
with his one-man ''Moby
Dick" (rated "superb" by
Time Magazine),and took it to
the Dublin Theatre Festival as
well.
Although he's done excerpts
from "Moby Dick" on radio in
Ireland, this is the first time
that Aranson has done the
whole classic on air, and the
first time he's limited to playing Ahab. He figures he's on
air in the NPR production for
just about the same amount of
time it took to perform his oneman show on stage.
"As Ahab I come in at the
very end of episode one,"
Aranson said."You hear Ahab
breathing deeply and walking
the deck. I don't speak
anything at all. And then I
come in very strongly right in
act two and am very much in
evidence the end."

Murray Dentist To Have
Exhibits In LBL Festival
Making or working with
small objects has been a part
of Dr. Samuel DuVall's way of
life, he said, for as long as he
can remember.
The dentist from Murray,
also a self-taught jewelry
maker, will be one of the ap-
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Rotary To Remain
Men's Organization
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After his last film, Momeat
by Memos*, bombed at the
box office and was savaged by
critics, John Travolta pulled
in his horns and took a long
vacation in his California hacienda i during which he backed out of a commitment to star
in American Gigolo But now
he's back in the saddle and
riding high again in Urban
Cowboy.
And he's good, very good. In
a role similar to the one he
played in Saturday Night
Fever, Travolta never strikes
a false note as a construction
worker, fresh off the farm, he
spends his evenings drinking
beer, dancing, and riding a
mechanical bull in a three
acre honky-tonk called
Gilley's.
But Urban Cowboy has
much more going for it than
Travolta. Scott Glenn is
effective as
especially
Travolta's nemesis — a
menacing, mescal-drinking
ex-con who shacks up with
Travolta's new wife. Glenn
looks as mean as a dog in
heat: when he walks into
Gilley's for the first time,
wearing a sneer and a black
net shirt clinging to cord-like
muscles, you know that someone's in for trouble. One of
those he cuffs around is Debra
Winger who, in her first big
role, is almost flawless as
Travolta's teasing, yet naive,
wife.
Urban Cowboy is also good
at recreating the atmosphere
of Gilley's, a working-class
beer joint outside of Houston.
Full of noise, sweat, and spilled beer, the huge honky-tonk
,features a mechanical
bucking bull and a punching
bag to absorb some of the
supressed masculine energy.
Fistfights, hollering, and
dancing take up the rest—all
to the din of cowboy music by
Kenny Rogers, Linda
Ronstadt, and the Charley
Daniels Band.
But what made the deepest
Impression on me was a theme
lying just beneath the surface
of all the action — and contained in a question that Debra
Winger asks of the men she
meets at Gilley's: "Are you a
real cowboy?"
But there seem to he no
"real" cowboys at Gilley's.
The place is full of accountants, construction workers,
and beauticians — all of whom
dress in cowboy hats with
feathered bands, two-hundred
dollar snakeskin boots,
commercially-faded Levis,
and belt buckles bought in
Western Boutiques. But no
real cowboys. There are only
men who mimic behavior and
costumes that were appropriate a hundred years ago
In an untamed land.
Naturally we all like to play
at America's myths occasionally. (The women who
dress up in bonnets and sell
cornshuck dolls at craft fairs
come to mind.) But the
characters in Urban Cowboy
have taken this kind of minor
indulgence and turned it into
an obsession. And they live in

CHICAGO (AP) — Rotary
International will remain a
service organization for men
only, delegates to its 1980 convention have decided.
After a three-hour discussion Saturday, some 350
delegates voted against opening membership to women.
The vote was 60 percent
against the proposal and 40
percent for it, said Charles C.
Keller, chairman of the convention's Council on Legislation.
The proposal was sponsored
by the Rotary International
board of directors and by
Rotary groups from the
United States, India, Sweden
and Switzerland. The
organization has 18,700 clubs
In 154 countries.

proximately 200 exhibitors in
the llth annual Arts and
Crafts Festival in the Environmental Education Center
in TVA's Land Between The
Lakes(LBL),June 21 and ?Z.
"I probably should have
been an artist rather than a
dentist, but to be a dentist you
have to be an artist," DuVall
said.
Using what he called the
"lost wax process," he creates
small bells, birds, turtles,
sand dollars, and nuggets
from silver and gold.
"You make a wax pattern
first," DuVall said. "Then the
wax is burned out and the gojkl,
Is cast into the mold."
The process is the same that
dentists use in making gold inlays and crowns, he said.
After spending about eight
hours working on one original
pattern, two or three hours at
a time, DuVall said he Is ready
to begin casting the model.
When the cast is completed,
he said, It is used to make a
mold which is then used to
form a second casting.
DuVall said he might take
some patterns and molds with
hen to the (estival so he can
demonstratiihow the process
Is done.

a culture that caters to their
tastes. Jukebox music feeds
their fantasies with country
and western music lyrics that
are banal and false; advertiaenients ("Chaps fits your
lifestyle like a pair of faded
jeans") encourage their
romanticism; and places like
Gilley's provide a playground
for men trying to act out a past
when masculinity was tinthreatened and when life,
though full of uncertainty and
violence, was simple and
direct.
But I have stated all this a
little too strongly. Urban
Cowboy has taken this theme
— which was deeply embedd-

ed in the Fagatre article on
which the film was based —
and mellowed it. Urban
Cowboy is too fond of its
characters no matter how
fumbling and misdirected
they are to push the theme
very hard.
Urban Cowboy is the raanchiest PG that I have seen
thus far. There is no nudity in
the bedroom scenes, but they
are rather explicit and
steamy. And there is a great
deal of coarse language and
situations. A family sitting immediately in front of me — a
father, mother, and two boys
about six and eight — walked
out in the middle of one particularly rough scene.

Reading Program To Be
Offered Through Center
A free summer reading program for adults in the MurrayCalloway County area will be
offered through the Adult
Learning Center at Murray
State University June I2-July
31.
Joey Lovell, coordinator of
the program, said classes will
meet from 6 to 9 p.m. on
Tuesdays and Thursdays at
the South Pleasant Grove
United Methodist Church.
Each student enrolled will
work with a volunteer tutor.
To be eligible for enrollment, a student must be at
least 16 years of age, must not
be currently enrolled in a
public school, and should be
seeking to improve basic
reading skills. No tuition is
charged and materials are
provided.
Volunteer tutors are also being recruited for the program.
They must be at least 18 years
of age, have a high school
diploma or equivalency, be
willing to attend a three-hour
training session on Monday,
June 9, and make a commitment to attend 80 percent of
the sessions. Lovell said a
tutor should also have a warm
and caring personality.
He urged anyone interested
in participating in the program to register immediately
because enrollment will be
limited to 12 students.
Persons interested in tutoring or recommending so-

meone who could benefit from
the program are encouraged
to visit or call the Adult Learning Center, Room 206, Roy
Stewart Stadium, Murray
State University (telephone
762-6971).
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PVT. JAMES H. FREE,son
of Scottie E. Free of Dexter
Route 1, recently completed
One Station Unit Training
(OSUT) at Fort Benniag, Ga.
OSUT is a 12 week period
which combines basic combat
training and advanced individual training. The trailing
Included weapons quallflcialions, squad tactics, patrolling, landmine warfare, field
communications, and combat
operations. This qualified the
soldier as a light-weapons infantryman and as an indirect
fire crewman. Soldiers were
taught to perform any of the
duties in a rifle or mortar
squad.
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SPELLING BEE WINNERS — Carter school third grade
spelling bee winners are, from left, Chip Adams, first
place; Justin Crouse, second place; Scott Lyons, third
place.
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PUBLIC NOTIFICATION
The MURRAY NUMBER ONE WATER DISTRICT hereby
gives notice that a procedural violation has occurred in
that no Monthly Operating Reports hove been submitted to the State for previous months. These reports
are required to be submitted each month to provide
monitoring and surveillance by State authorities of the
MURRAY NUMBER ONE WATER DISTRICT water treatment operations.
In the future such reports will be submitted on
schedule. Every action necessary to assure safe
drinking water is being token for our customers.
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Follow Thru Dell invites Murray
to our after 3 Special' Free
drinks with any purchase of
submarine
sandwiches,
tostado, boritto or foot long
hotdogs, through June 15th
Bring the family and enjoy
good food at refreshing prices
Hours 11-9, Mon-Sat. 12+.
Sunday. 804 Coldwater Road al'•
Five Points.
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Small business
our speciality
7534534.,753-4701
Bible Facts. Free Store tor the
needy. 759-4600.
Looking for bargains' Go to
Norrna's Curosity Shop in Hardin. Something for everyone!
Clothing, consignment items,
glassware, etc Open TuesdaySaturday, 9-5.

Fresh k1.
lake Catfish
$3.69

Large order .
Short order

$3.19

Shoe.Om.lolo II

GaRimore's
Restaurant
Hazel, Ky
492-8962

5. Lost and Found
Lost. Prescription glasses,
somewhere between Calloway
Avenue and Murray Home &
Auto store. Call 753-3942.
6. Help Wanted
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Manogement position
now open, excellent
earnings opportunity
while learning. When
qualified, you will atmanagement
tend
training school and will
receive 550 per day
salary ond expenses
during limited schooling
period. Sales Reps. also
available. Apply in
Poducah at Drury Inn
off Highway 60 on June
.11th at 2 PM or 6PM
Sharp! Ask for James
' Mason.
DECORATIVE ACCESSORIES.
Most talked about party plan
company needs ambitious people, full or part time, key positions available. For confidential
interview phone Frank Nolan,
President Interiors of America,
collect(402)331-3170.
Earn $50.00/hundred securing, stuffing Envelopes. Free
detals, reply "HomeworkersS12". Box 94485, Schaumburg IL 60194.
Need experienced mechanic.
Apply at 810 Sycamore or call
753-7171.
Want a career, not just another
job? Established home service
-insurance company will train 2
qualified people for a career in
sales and service in the
Mayfield-Murray area. Good
starting pay and incentive program. Many extras. An equal
opportunity employer, Call
Paducah, 443-7073.
SUNMER$$$
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Couldn't you use more
fresh green cash in the
hand? Cash for a car,
books, vocations, or
tuition. You con get it by
working with us. Equal
Op•
Employment
portunity. Apply in
Paducah at the Drury Inn
off Highway 60 on June
11th at 2 PM or 6PM
Shorp! Ask for Lisa Cundiss.

9. Situation Wanted
For hire: Backhoe with
operator. Call 753-7670

11. Instrucbons
Gymnastics. Boys only, ages 4
to 14 through August 8th For
information call 753-1495 and
leave number
13. For Sale or Trade
For sale or trade Atlas tune-up
machine excellent condition
Call 436-2528
15. Articles For Sale
Ashley wood stove used 2 months, like new Call 436-2372
For sale 18,000 Bill Fedder's
air-conditioner, $90
Nice
Frigidare refrigerator, $40
Phone 753-3143 after 3 pm
Treated landscaping ties. approximately 3 x5' x8 may be
stained or painted Murray
Lumber Company, 104 Maple
Street
16. Home Furnishings
For sale $500 refrigerator,
$100 stove $100 chest freezer
Phone 435-4414 before 9 am
Living room rug, new ironing
board Call 753-8621
Walnut bedroom suite, dark
walnut dresser, one used bed
jack saws tools Call 7537554
17. Vacuum Cleaners
Electrolux authorized sales and
service Tony Montgomery, 7536760.
22. Musical
Medium size old upright piano
good condition, $100. Call 7538860 days or 753-4828 after 4
pm
New and used Baldwin piano
and organs, Lonardo Piano Co.,
across from the Post Office,
Paris, TN.
24. Miscellaneous
For sale: Solar heaters and
storage rods for any size area.
Call 759-1207 after 5 pm.
Fruit jars for sale, pints and
quarts. Call 753-5044.
Lwx tobacco plants for sale.
any amount. L.T. (Pete) Valentine, 642-4439.
Rustic handmade trunks for
sale. Perfect for wedding or
baby gifts, or storing toys or
linens. $30. Call 767-2457.
Shallow well pump, in good
condition. Call 436-2204.
26. TV-Radio
Bearcat police scanner for sale.
Like new, Christmas. 7535805.
New 19 inch G.E. color t.v., excellent condition, need to sell,
$300 or best offer. Call 7539217.
RCA XL-100 solid state color
t.v., 19 inches, 1977. $350.
753-6751 or 767-2550.
27. Mobile Home Sales
For sale: 1972 1240 Crimson
mobile home, partially furnished, all electric, central heat
and air. Call 759-1974 after
6:40 pm.
28. Mob. Home Rents
For rent 2 bedroom trailer,
12x60, furnished, airconditioned, le mile west of
Almo Heights. $140 per month
plus deposit 753-4661.
Mobile homes for rent 2
bedroom, fully furnished, $130
per month. Excellent location.
Call 753-8964.
Two bedroom mobile home
near Murray. No pets. Call 4892611.
Two bedroom trailer, Ph miles
from city limits, $150 per
month and deposit 753-4699.
Two bedroom, located in small
court. Couple or singles, $90
per month. Call 753-8216 after
3:30.
Two bedroom mobile home, all
electric, central heat and air,
$150 per month rent, $15
security deposit. No pets. Call
753-4808.
Will have trailer for rent June
1st. Couple only. See Brandon
Dill at Dill's Trailer Court.

PLANT SECURITY
Immediate openings for Security Guards with a local
manufacturing company. Must be willing to work off
shifts. Excellent benefit pockoge Send confidential
resume including salary requirement to: Recruiting
Manoger, P. 0. Box 610, Paris, TN 38242. An Equal
Opportunity Employer.

TELEVISION
HELP WANTED-TECHNICAL
Immediate opening for Chief TV Engineer, experienced in maintaining broadcast color
studio production equipment, including quad
VTR's, studio and ENG cameras, editing
systems. First Class FCC license and strong
maintenance background required. Salary
commensurate with experience. Exc•Ilent
benefits, including free hospitalization insurance. Send resum• and references to Dr.
Robert H. McGaughey III, Dept. of Journalism
Radio-Television, Box 2456 University
Station, Murray State University, Murray, KY
42071. Equal Opportunity "Affirmative Action
Employer,(M/F).

_
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29. Heating-Cooling

4
DEPARIWIT OF iMMIG124110,
Used air-conditioner, 15,000
BTU, window unit Call 7532836 evenings.
We buy and sell used air
conditioners and air cornpressors Dill Electric. 753l
9104 or 753-1551
Westinghouse air-conditioner,
used one month $100 153
6182
30. Business Rental
Auto shop with office and rest
room, in Murray. 753-7357 or
753-4509.
Body shop for rent. Can be used for clean-up. 2 stalls. Call
527-3833.
Business or office space "Boatlift Castro to Florida and the refugees
available for rent or lease.
Close to court square. Private will return to Cuba.customer parking Call 7534109
43. Real Estate
41. Public Sale

AatE
ti
*

Mini
Warehouse
Storage Space
for Meat
753-475$

Having a yard sale?
Then pickup your free
yard sale signs from
the Gallery of Homes
office on Highway 641
N. in The Village Shopping Center Just
across from the
Boston Tea Party.

For rent: downtown location.
JOHN SMM1
Convenient, safe, storage
warehouse up to 1000 square
feet, $100 per month. Call 1522-8469.
1000 Square feet in Southside
Shopping Center. Call 7536612 or 753-5200.
753-7411
32. Apts. For Rent
AROUND THE (LOCK
Duplex in Westwood subdivision, stove, garbage disposal, 43. Real Estate
washer and dryer hookup. Call
STiOUT REALTY, INC.
153-5400.
11.• took. Otoot I 900 is soon* ON
mole on bow sod salon
For rent Two bedroom
FARMS-HOMES
townhouse apartment; range,
BUSINESSES
refrigerator, dishwasher,
LAKE AND RECREATIONAL
disposer, washer \ and dryer
PROPERTY
hookup, central heat and air,
Listings needed! Off,ices
all carpet. 753-7550.
Coast to Coast. Buyers from
Everywhere. "free" Cotoglog
Furnished apartment near
Street Realty
downtown Murray Call 753sr. Ilsooso &Aft
4109.
1911 Coletroott 111
753-0186
For rent: One bedroom apart- Mem,
Anytime
ment. 753-9240.
Do you know why we say "Sell
mg a house is eaty, keeping it
FOR RENT
sold is tough?" More than 50%
Nice furnished apartof all home sales have major
ments for 1, 2, 3 or 4
closing problems. 50%! That's
college girls. Summer
why Century 21 Loretta Jobs
and fall semester, with
Realtors are trained to concenswimming
pool
trate on follow-through. No
privilege. Coll 753paperwork detail is too small,
5865 days or 753-51 08
no processing or financial proafter b ' p.m. and on
cedure too unimportant to
escape our scrutiny. Our aim is
Sunday.
to make sure your sale closes
on
time and you get all you exFurnished apartments, one or
two bedrooms, also sleeping pect. We call it "Seller's Peace
rooms. Zimmerman Apart- of Mind." We put it all in
ments, South 16th Street, 753- writing in an agreement called
the Action Warranty. And then
6609.
we back it up with the most
For rent: Four room apartment important agreement of all: A
near downtown Murray. Call handshake...We mean what we
753-4645 after 4 pm.
say. Call Century 21 Loretta
Furnished apartment for rent. Jobs Realtors at 753-1492.
Call 753-8333.
NEED ROOM for a growing
For rent: 2 bedroom duplex at
family? Here's on older home
720 Sycamore. Call 492-8225.
with lots of space inside and
New 2 bedroom brick duplex
out. Large two story hoern on
acre lot near Kirksey may
with extra large closets. No
be ideal for you. It's well
pets. $250 per month. 753maintained,
has storm doors
0814.
and windows and plenty of
furnished
apartbedroom
One
Only
storage.
outside
ment, located 121 next to the
$32,900.
fairgrounds. No pets. 753JOHN SMITH
3139.
unTwo bedroom apartment,
furnished, equipped kitchen,
washer and dryer hookup
OF //HOW if
$265. Call 753-1779.
Two bedroom apartment for
753-7411
rent; range, oven, refrigerator.
AROUND THE CLOCK
dishwasher, disposer, washer
and dryer hookup: air, carpet
no pets. One year lease and Do you want to sell your proper$225 deposit required; $225 ty this summer" We have
per month. Phone 753-2622 or several out-of-state buyers look753-3865.
ing for property in the Calloway
County area For more informa33. Rooms for Rent
tion on tljese prospective
Room for rent, half block from buyers for your property. call
University. Kitchen, cablevi- 753-0186, Strout Realty, 1912
sion. $75 per month. 753- Coldwater Road.
8333.
34. Houses For Rent
House in country. Call 4928637.
Two bedroom furnished all
electric home, 50 feet from
campus. No pets. $200 per
month, $200 deposit. Call 7539829.
37. Livestock-Supplies
For sale: Registered Duroc
boars and gilts. S.R. Stephenson, Dresden. TN, (901) 3642670.
For See: 22 weening size pigs.
Call 436-2837.
38. Pets-Supplies
Basic and Advanced dog obedience classes. All breeds and
ages. Professional instructor
136-2858.
For sole: Registered American
Eskimo Spitz puppies and AKC
German Shepherd puppies.
503-554-2153.
Minsture Pinchers, commonly
called Mtnature Doberrnans
AKC. sired by champion, 9112
inches full grown Call 7135421 after 5 Dm
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"Professronal ServIces
,Nith The Friendly Toad("

CLOSE TO
SHOPPING
Excellent location,
shaded fenced back
yard, 3 BR., 1 Bath,
By, with carport.
Separate dining room,
elec. heat and air.
Paved drive, located
at 1397 Johnson Blvd.
Priced to sell at
$32,000. Ideal for
retired couple of
young family.
WANT A FARM?
95 acres about 50 open.
Neat 3 BE., home in
condition.
prime
Almost new large
metal pole barn,
tobacco barn, excellent investment only $85,000. Only 1,2 mile
E. of Ledbetter
Church Rd. off Hwy.
1346. Call today.

43. Real Estate

THE GENTLEMAN
FARMER
would fall in love with
this luxurious
bedroom home with
the extras, including
den with fireplace, 242
baths, central gas
heat, attached 2-car
garage. Home is
situated atop a knoll
and is surrounded by
43 acres of rolling
pastureland. Located
only Smiles from Murray, this is one of the
finest properties of
this type we've seen.
Phone 753-1222, Kopperud Realty for fulltime Real Estate Service.
COMMERCIAL
PROPERTY
4000 square feet insulated metal building
on 1-1
/
2 acres located
on busy highway 4
miles from Murray.
Priced below replacement cost - $60's.
Phone Kopperud Realty, 753-1222, for all
your real estate needs.

How can you finance your
house in this crazy economy?
Everybody has an idea these
days on financing. But you
don't just need ideas...You
need the best ideas, and plenty
of them. That's why Century 21
Loretta Jobs Realtors are trained to show you 21 different
ways to creatively finance whether you are buying or selling. And we take the necessary
time to explore your options
and to formulate your best
course of action. Stop in at
1200 Sycamore or call Century
21 Loretta Jobs Realtors at
753-1492. In a crazy economy
you need all the help you can
get.

753-8080
Established business in good
location Limited low interest
financing available. Consider
trade for real estate, farm land,
rental property, etc. Call 7534109.
Well built home in the
city, 4 bedrooms, 21
/
2
baths, formal dining
room and lots of extras. Lot size 140x257.
Back yard completely
fenced. Must see to appreciate. MurrayCalloway County Realty, 753-8146.

8146.
biles Witone 131 /041
tit 1411
hob
110110 Simone 133 Tile
hors tiotosokor Aortlootor
111 9114

Murray, Kootenay
753-4451

itt
z:3 753-1222

MURRAY CALLOW"COUNTY
REALTY
15021753..146

304 N.12th St.
Murray,Ky.42071

Now hiring local distributor of
nationally known local product.
Needs neat appearing men or
women at once. Can use
anyone over 20. Our people
average $200-$300 weekly.
No experience needed. Free
training. Absolutely no canvasing. Car necessary. If you
are not happy with present
employment and income we
would like to talk to you. Ask
for Mr. Ripley at Holiday Inn,
Murray, June 9th and June
10th, between 10:00 and
1:00 and 2:00 and 5:00. No
other time. No phone calls!

.•111

45. Farms For Sale
House and 211
/
2 acres for sale
by owner for $21,500 Call
753-2219 for more information

Homes For Sale
Extra nice new 2 bedroom
brick duplex in Northwood.
Priced in $50's. 753-0814.
For sale by owner Attractive 2
bedroom brick home near
University
2 bathrooms.
fireplace, remodeled kitchen,
hardwood floors, deck, and
large yard Call 753-6618 for
an appointment.
Only 5 miles from Murray, nice
2 bedroom home with
fireplace, built-in cabinets in
large kitchen, shady lawn and
garden, garage. Call 753-2815.
Three bedroom brick home, 2
baths large kitchen with builtins, family room with fireplace,
central heat and air, city
schools 458.500. 1719
Magnolia Drive. 759-1508.
Two bedroom log home,
located in quiet neighborhood
in Murray. Priced to sell by
owner. Phone 759-4885
weekdays after 5 pm for appointment.
47. Motorcycles
1977 DT-125 Yamaha. $350 or
best offer. 354-8061.
1970 Honda 350 motorcycle
chopper, good condition,
i reasonable. Call 753-6481.
1975 Harley Davidson Sportster, lots of chromet•in mutt
condition, 8300 miles, $2400.
Call 753-2636.
1978 Model Yamaha GT-80, excellent condition. 753-7541.
Triumph 650. good shape.
$400. Call 753-6167 after 5
nm1979 Yamaha XS-11 Special,
1800 miles, like new. $3200.
Call 492-8507 before 6 pm.
48. Auto. Services
For sale: Set 15 inch Rally
wheels for Chevrolet truck; set
of 15 inch Rally wheels for
Chevrolet 4-wheel drive truck;
one 711x15 new trailer tire, 6
onenew;10
0n-le5 1L0T-.15allLiterBreFti

Real Estate
Southside Court Square

You're moving to a new city.
What good does it do to call
Century 21 Loretta lobs
Realtors here in Murray?...Because a Century 21
Neighborhood Professional
from the city you are moving to
will promptly call you. They'll
take the time to find out the
kind of home you'll be looking
for. They'll give you some ideas
about your new community.
And then they'll begin putting
together a list of homes for you
to look at upon your arrival.
This service is part of the Century 21 VIP Referral Program.
It links together the more than
7,500 Century 21 offices
around the country. If you're
about to sell your house. call
Century 21 Loretta lobs
Realtors, And then you're on
your way to the easiest move
you've ever made - going and
coming. Call Loretta lobs
Realtors at 753-1492.

Extremely attractive
3 bedroom, 2 bath
energy efficient home
on a beautifully landscaped lot. This home
has all the amenities
you've been looking
for including an attached greenhouse for
the gardener. Quiet
street in residential
neighborhood. Call today. Murray-Calloway
County Realty, 753-

IRE

Purdem & Thurman
Insanum• &

43. Real Estate
Extra nice four bedroom country home 21
/
2 miles south of
Murray on 1W acre lot Mid
$30's For your viewing call
Spann Realty Associates 7537724

ENERGY
EFFICIENT
Inspect this 3
bedroom, 2 bath brick
home with central gas
heat. Insulation at R19, total utility bills
average $70 month.
Sliding glass doors
open from family
room on South side into a patio. Large eat-in
kitchen and attractive
throughout.
decor
Home located at 1709
Melrose. Immediate
possession at $57,900.
Phone 753-1222 for full
time real estate service.
PLEASING PRICE
4 bedroom house in
Hazel with garage that
can be used for cleanup shop. House has gas
beet, wall to wall
carpets, city water
and sewer. Recently
insulated and wired. A
good buy at $27,000.
Phone Kopperud Real.
ty 753-1222. We are
Members of multip14
listing service.

Goodrich all terrain tire, used:
one B.F. Goodrich 700xI5 LT.,
new tires; one Goodyear hi
miler 700x15 IT, used tire.
Phone 753-7393.
49. Used Cars
Auto for sale; 1973 Lincoln
Continental, one owner. 59.000
miles, loaded with extras.
$1200 Phone 753-2622 or
753-3865
1977 Chevrolet Impala with
power brakes and steering, airconditioned. $2750. Call 7538762
For sale. 1977 Coupe De Ville
Cadillac. silver, blue interior.
full power, new radial tires, excellent condition. $4800. Call
437-4155.
1968 Galaxie. good body.
needs work, best offer. Also 10speed bicycle, AMF, $50. Call
after 5 pm, 753-6400.
1971 Monte Carlo. automatic,
power steering, power brakes.
and air, low mileage car with
tilt wheel and stereo. $850.
1974 Olds Delta 88, 4-door,
automatic, power and air.
$900. Phone 354-6217.
1975 Monza 2 plus 2 Hatchback. V8, power steering,
power brakes. air-conditioning,
AM-FM stereo, 48,000 miles,
excellent condition. Phone
753-4321 before 5 pm, 7594822 after 5 pm.
1979 Chevrolet 4-wheel drive,
19.000. $3850. 1975 Buick
LeSabre with AM-FM tape, tilt,
and air, 38,000 miles. $950.
753-8127.
1977 Dodge van. Customized
air, sun roof, AM-FM. CB. 753
8227.
1964 Ford Econoline pickup, 6
cylinder. 3-speed, 350. Call
492-8264.
1966 Ford Travel van, long
artec
p-10
51)p.mS350. Call 4928b°9d414
1976 Mustang, one owner
38,000 miles. red and white
Call(901)247-5420.
1971 Oldsmobile 98, $500
753-6751 or 767-2550.
1971 Satellite Plymouth for
sale, $150. Call 753-5599.
1973 Vega 300. must sell, mcwing out of town. Call 753-7410.
50. Used Trucks
1978 Chevrolet, 4-wheel drive,
ton, excellent condition.
759-4619.
1969 Chevrolet pickup, V8
standard transmission, utility
boy, tape deck, CB connection.
good condition, $600 4365628.

50. Used Trucks
1970 Jeep truck with topper
$1800 Call 753-5889.
1979 Jeep C1-5 Renegade
carpet and Levi interior, AM
FM, 8-track, 6 cylinder, 3speed, PS. lock and hubs Call
354-8772
Parting out 1970 Chevrolet half
ton pickup drive train in
perfect condition Call 4928264
51. Campers
For sale 1978 Poo
-up camper
sink, gas stove and furnace, ice
box Call after 430 pm, 4748866.
Slide-in camper, sleeps six, excellent condition. 759-1582.
1979 Starcraft camper, 24,
self-contained, sleeps 8. Extra
nice! $4800. Will trade or
make offer Call 753-4487.
52. Boats and Motors
Bass boat, 1640 Procraft.
Depth finder, trolling motor.
water temperature guage, 150
hp V-6 Mercury motor. Trailer.
boat, and motor in A-1 condition. Extra sharp! $4400 or
best offer, or will trade. Also
one Goma fish locater. $125.
Call 753-4487.
35 Ft Chris Craft Roamer
sedan cruiser. Generator. air.
depth, shower, pressure water
314-748-5561 office. 314-4718188 home.
1975 Striker bass boat with
new 85 hp Evinrude. Call 4374827.
53. &silicas Offered
Air-conditioning and refrigeration, service work on all
brands. Used air-conditioners
and refrigerators for sale. Bill
Rollins, 753-0762.
AA-1 ALL TYPES home remodeling and
maintenance.
References Guaranteed work.
Free estimates. Call 753-8948
after 5 pm.
Mitchell
Blacktopping,
driveways and small jobs a
speciality, also patching and
seal coating. 753-1537.
Need work on your trees? Topping, pruning, shaping, complete removal and more. Call
BOYERS TREE SERVICE for professional tree care. 753-8536.
Painting, paperhanging, commercial or residential. Farm
buildings etc. Free estimates.
759-1987.
Paper hanging and interior
painting. Call 753-7337 or 4374617.
Roofing
all types, free
estimates, Call 759-4512 or
759-1859 nights. All work
guaranteed.

53. SOffliCIIS Offered
Bulldozing, backhoe work and
septic systems. Call 437-4533
or 354-8161 after 8 pm
Concrete and block work. Block
garages, basements, driveways
walks, patios, steps, fret
estimates Charles Barnett
7515476
cleaning
fret
Carpet
estimates satisfied references
Vibra-Vac steam or dry clean
mg Call Lee's Carpet Cleaning
753-5827
Clint and Dare's Odd Jobs 'Will
do odd jobs, including trimming and cutting down trees,
carpentry, construction, and
yard work. Free estimates, low
prices. Inquire at 209 Walnut
Street, Murray, anytime.
COURTNEY 5/4411
ENGINE REPAIR
Mowers Tillers Choir saw.
fast Service
Guarantee
work Will p•kup and deliv er
753.4164

Carpenter and Cohoon Contract
Painting. Free estimates
Cat
References available
between 6 and 7 pm. 753
9059 or 753-3955.
Driveways and parking areas
white rocked and graded Free
estimates. Have rip-rap, pea
gravel, time, one ton and up
Clifford Garrison, 753-5429
For all your plumbing installations or repairs, all work
guaranteed, experienced. Gall
753-8950
Fence sales at Sears now. Call
Sears 753-2310 for free
estimates for your needs.
For your home's care, give it an
uplift by calling a professional.
experienced painter with
reasonable rates. Free
estimates. Call 527-1023,
Guttering by Sears, Sears continous gutters installed per
your specifications. Call Sears
753-2310 for free estimates.
Insulation blown in by Sears,
save on these high heating and
cooling bills. Call Sears, 7532310, for free estimates.
Licinsed Electrician and gas in
stallation, heating installation
and repairs. Call 753-7203.
MOBILE HOME ANCHORS,
roofs sealed, and underpinning. Aluminum or fiberglass.
Also patio awnings and carports, single or double. Jack
Glover, 753-1873 after 6 pm.

Will haul driveway white rock
and Ag lime, also have any type
of brown or white pea gravel
Also do backhoe work. Call
Roger Hudson. 753-4545 or
753-6763.
Wet basement? We make wet
Ken's lawnmower is bock at
basements dry, work completeold location 718 South 4th
ly guarenteed. Call or write
Street, 753 7400 or 759
Morgan Construction Co .
1221. Reconditioned engines
Route 2, Box 409A, Paducah,
S39.95 with erchange
KY 42001, or call day or night,
1-442-7026.
S & S Painting Co., custom
painting since 1975. Free Will wash and wax and hand
buff any and all cars. trucks
estimates. 759-4020
For more information call
Tractor work. bushhogging, $25.
753-2696.
plowing, discing, blade work.
gardens. Free estimates. Call Will do paint work Resonable
753-8097,
753-7400 or 753-2632.
Willie's Interior & Exterior
Ask Twvia about hei
Painting, 12 years experience
• special hand oils o nd For free estimates call 759tinting
1867 after 5 pm
CARTER STUDIOt
56. Free Column
753-8 2c k , Free kittens! Housebroken
304 Ma,
436-5502

Home window cleaning, no job too large or small.
reasonable rates, Wired and experienced. Call 759.1116
day or night

HORNOICKLE BARBER SHOP
201 weistet Wort

NEW WKS 11•1111S:
Monday-Friday 7:30-Noon
Prim el
IIAIMCIIT $1.25

Closed All Day Wed
Saturday 7:30 til 5:00
PRICE 51111111175.

7oioy
For 44.444.1o411 Hons. Coots woos.. o-oh 113 368S one
Motors Poblo S.1•

WE CONTROL

TERMITES
Also household, lawn indoors and outdoors!

FOR DEPENDABLE
Professional Pest Control-

Kelley's Termite &
Pest
Control, Inc.
Termites You spend thousands of dollars for a home
but never think about termites - they cause the most
damage next to fiPe Have your home treated now'
753-3914, Kelley's Termite & Pest Control 100 South
13th Street, Murray, KY Over 33 years experience
Home owned andiron/4d.
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Deaths & Funerals

Housing

...(Continued From Page

Mrs. Beauman Dies
At The Age Of 90;
Rites Wednesday

'Boochie' Watson,
Farmington Store
Operator, Is Dead
Clayton Boochie i Watson,
who operated a grocery at
Farmington for many years,
died Sunday at6 a.m. at the St.
Thomas Hospital, Nashville,
Tenn
He was 62 years of age and
for the past five years had
made his home in Benton. He
Was also a former employee of
Kentucky
Highway
the
Department, and served with
the U. S. Navy in World War
II. Mr. Watson was an all star
football player at Mayfield
High School in the 1930s.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Linda Watson; two
daughters, Mrs. Belinda
'Inebaugh, Paducah, and
Mrs. Karen Ellington. Benton; three sisters — Mrs.
Jessie Lee Watson and Mrs.
Grace Majors, LaJolla, Cal.,
and Mrs. Winifred Smith, Carthage, Tenn.: one brother,
Lloyd Watson, Mayfield; five
grandchildren.
The funeral is being held to(lay at 2 p.m. at the chapel of
the Byrn Funeral Home,
Mayfield, with the Rev.
Rodney Travis, the Rev.
Harry Yates, and Mike Ward
officiating.
Pallbearers are Mike Ward,
Greg Cates, Bobby Perkins,
Rodney Newsome, Bobby Joe
Wilson, and John Galloway.
Burial will follow in the Farmington Cemetery.

Final Rites Being
Held Today For
Mrs. Fannie Snow
he funeral for Mrs. Fannie
Snow, widow of James 011ie
snow, is being held today at
2:30 p.m. at the chapel of the
Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home with Harvey Lynn
Elder and Hays Grady officiating. Jimmy and Linda
Wilson are providing the song
service.
Rodney Cude, Herman Earl
Cude, Harold Lloyd Darnell,
Gary B. Haneline, Artie
Haneline, and Harry Haneline
are serving as pallbearers.
Burial will follow in the Antioch Cemetery.
Mrs. Snow. 78, Mayfield
Route 7, died Monday at her
home.
She is survived by two
sisters-in-law, Mrs. Opal Lampkins. Hickory, and Mrs.
Flossie Snow, Benton Route 3;
two brothers-in-law, Herman
Cude, Hickory, and Jack
Snow, Frankfort; several
nieces and nephews.

' Beauntan of
Mrs. Annie F.
Murray died Monday at 6:25
p.m. at the Shady Lawn Nursing Home, Trigg County. She
was 90 years of age.
The deceased, a member of
a Baptist Church, was born
July 29, 1889, in Trigg County
to the late Ben Mitchuson and
Nannie Calhoun Mitchuson. A
brother, Jimmy Mitchuson,
died in 1969.
Mrs. Beaurnan is survived
by three nieces — Mrs. Irene
Compton, Kirksey, and Mrs.
Charlene Lyons and Mrs. Betty Braboy, Murray; three
nephews — Kirby and Holly
Mitchuson, Cadiz, and Billy
Michuson, Aurora.
The funeral will be held
Wednesday at 1:30 p.m. at the
chapel of the Goodwin Funeral
Home, Cadiz, with burial to
follow in the Matheny
Cemetery in Trigg County.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after 7 p.m. today Tuesday.

Garrett Andrews'
Funeral Services
Conducted Today
Final rites for Garrett Andrews were held today at 11
a.m. at the chapel of the Max
Churchill Funeral Home with
the Rev. R. J. Burpoe officiating and Mrs. Oneida
White as organist.
Pallbearers were Willis
Bucy, Kevin Wheeler, Fred
Wheeler, James Gillam, and
Jim Gillam. Entombment was
in the mausoleum at the Murray Memorial Gardens.
Masonic rites were held Monday at 7 p.m. at the funeral
chapel.
Mr. Andrews, 71, died Friday at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
He is survived by three
daughters — Mrs. Fred
Wheeler and Mrs. Janice
Dailey, Kokomo, Ind., and
Mrs. James Gillam, Wheaton,
ll1.; one sister, Mrs. Agnes
Helvig; three brothers — E.
L., Carl, and Alvis Andrews;
five grandchildren; two great
grandchildren.

Health Center To
Close On Thursday
The Calloway County Health
Center will be closed all day
on Thursday, June 12, while
the personnel is attending a
special meeting at Madisonville.
Regular hours will resume
on Friday, June 13, a
spokesman said.

Bright's Specialty Store of Murray presenBEAUTIFICATION OF COURT SQUARt
ted to Calloway County a $500 check for beautification of the Court Square. The
money is to be used by the fiscal court for planting and beautification of the courtyard
and improving the appearance of the Court Square. It was second such gift received
from Bright's. Two years ago, a similiar amount was received that was used for plants.
Pictured from left are Judge-Executive Robert 0. Miller acceping the check from
Virginia Shropshire, Bright's manager, and Irving P. Bright, owner.
, Beth Harper
Photo 41,

THE NEWS IN BRIEF
NATIONAL
SEATTLE AP) — President Carter comes to the
defense of his urban and
economic policies today in an
address to the nation's mayors
after the White House forced
cancelation of a rival speech
by Sen. Edward M. Kennedy.
Carter flew to Seattle from
Miami, where he vowed on
Monday to hold firm on his
fight against inflation. The
mayors meeting here, meanwhile, are demanding that he
concentrate more on easing
unemployment.
MIAMI ( AP) — President
Carter says he didn't notice
the rocks and bottles tossed at
his motorcade by a jeering
crowd, but the mayor of this
racially torn city is worried
that the incident could spoil
any benefits of the president's
visit to a riotscarred
neighborhood.
It was one of the most
violent encounters in Carter's
presidency.
Dade Metro Police Cmdr.
Douglas Hughes said "a few
kids at the back of the crowd"
had thrown the debris.

Bible School Now
At Blood River
The Blood River Baptist
Church opened its Vacation
Bible School on Monday.
Classes will be held from 6:30
8:30 p.m. for ages two
`trough adult through Friday,
June 13.
A picnic will be held Saturday at 11:30 a.m. for the Bible
School.
The pastor, the Rev. Jerry
Norsworthy, invites the public
to attend.

The Decor Store
Bel Air Shopping Center
Phone 753-3642

Open Mon. Thru Fri.
Till 8:00 P.M.

Paint & Wallpaper Sale

g
*Alas

We Accept Visa
8 Master Charge

"EVERYTHING'S
COMING UP
InC)

sALE
*Kiwi

LATEX FLAT WALL

ATLANTA (AP) — Jack
Potts was going to court today
for a meeting with a federal
judge who wants to know why
the 35-year-old convicted
killer — who saved himself
from the electric chair last
week with a last-minute appeal — now wants to go ahead
with the execution.
U.S. District Court Judge
O'Kelley, who
William
granted an execution-eve stay
when Potts asked to renew appeals he dropped last fall,
released a letter Monday in
which Potts requested that his
execution be carried out.
INTERNATIONAL
By The Associated Press

Local Persons To
Attend Kentucky
DAV Convention
The 1980 Department of
Kentucky convention of the
Disabled American Veterans
will be held June 19 to 22 at the
Executive West,located at the
the
at
Freedomway
Fairgrounds in Louisville.
At a recent meeting Joe W.
Smith, commander, and
Horace Tucker, senior vice
commander, were elected to
represent the local DAV
Chapter 50 at this convention.
Mary Tucker was elected to
represent the Ladies Auxiliary Unit 50.
Weldon Thomas, the state
service officer, will also attend the convention, according to Alex Pall, publicity
chairman for the local unit.

Hog Market
Federal,State Market News Service
June 10, 1980
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 5 Buying Stations
Receipts; Act 6$4 Est. 700 Barrows &
Gilts 75 higher Sows uneven - steady .50
lower
831.75-32.00
US 1-2 200-Z30115s.
*21 50.31.75
US 2 200-240 Its
830 50-31.50
US 2-3 240-250114.
US 2-4 260-280 lbs.
SOW,
$23.00-24.00
US 1-2 270-350 lbs.
12300.2300
US 1,3 300-450 lbs.
$23.0524.00
US 1,3 450-500 lbs.
S23.50-24.50
US 1 3 505650 lbs
521.013-22.00
US 2-3 300-500 lbs
18 5.0-2000
Boars over 300 lbs
under 300 lbs 16 00-18 00

Sixteen persons were executed by firing squad in
Tehran today, including the
head of the Iranian branch of
Pepsi-Cola who was convicted
of "helping Zionism"; and
other charges. Meanwhile,
Tehran radio praised Ramsey
Clark as a "true patriot of
America" and warned President Carter not to prosecute
him.

Bethel Chapel Now
Holding Revival
Services Nightly
Revival services at the
Bethel Chapel Pentecostal
Church are now in progress
and will continue each evening
at 7 p.m. this week with the
Rev. Ralph Tackett and family in charge of the services.
The pastor, the Rev. Lloyd
Underhill, invites the public to
attend these special worship
hours.

Livestock Market
LOUISVILLE, Ky APi USDA —
Estimated receipts cattle and calves
1300; compared to Monday's circa
limited slaughter steers and betters
steady; cows 1.051.50 higher; bulls
steady ; limited slaughter calves and
vealers steady; feeders firm to 1.00
higher; slaughter steers choice 10751145
lb 6250.6430, good and choice 815995 lb
60004225, Holsteins 1084-1295 lb 53.0057.00; choice 1010-1023 lb slaughter
heifers 62.30-62.40; good 840945 lb 56.01)58.00; slaughter cows commercial 43.0048.50; utility 44.50-49.00; cutter 42.01)45.75; canner and cutter under 800 lb
3760-42.00; slaughter bulls grade 1,3 9301510 lb 50.00-59.00; few choice 150-260th
vealers 78.0589.50; few choice 300-100 lb
calves 66 0578.00; feeder steers medium
frame I 300400 lb 74.0580 00. 405500 lb
70 00-79 50; 500-600 lb 70 00-75 25, 600-700
lb 66.50-7350; 700400 lb 63.5048.00. 805
912 lb 61.00-64.60. including hall load
fleshy 912 lb 62.40; small frame 1 450-600
lb 61.00.65.50; medium frame 2 350-450 lb
63.0670 50; few large frame 2 500.710 lb
58.00.64 (XL 900.975 lb 53.0554 25; heifers
medium frame 1 350-500 lb 64.0571.25,
mostly 66 00.88.00; 505600 lb 63.0046.75
including 73 head 577 lb 65.10, medium
frame 2 300500 lb S000.6400. 500-600 lb
52.00,59.00; small frame 1 400-530 lb
56.0040.00: few large frame 1-2509-630 lb
55.56.5975. stock COWS medium frame 12 615-850 lb 43.25-50.00.
Hogs 900. compared to Monday's close
barrows and gills 1.25 to mostly 150
higher; 1-2 210-245 lb 33.30-33.80; 2 205-265
lb 32.9533.30; 2-3 225-260 lb 31.50-32.90;
sows 50-1.00 lower; 1-2 300-250 lb 21502220, 350-400 lb 22.5523.50; 400500 lb
23.50-24 50; 500-530 lb 24 5025 50, some
up to 26 05; boars over 300 lb 22 N3-24 50
Sheep 25: untested early

failed to be funded becauae of it," he
said. "Therefore, I feel the conunission
thinks we are making an effort to
alleviate our problems."
The report listed the local housing
authority, with 206 occupied family
units, as the 17th largest public housing
operation in the state. However, according to Mrs. Warren, there are 192 units
in the local project.
Foushee, who prepared the 25-page
report, said this morning in a telephone
interview from Louisville that it is
possible the commission was given
"estimates rather than hard figures"
by the local authority.
"We made every attempt to get the
hard figures from local housing
authorities," Foushee said. "However,
discrepancies do occur from city to city
as units become vacant."
Based on a recently settled court case
against the Owensboro Housing
Authority and an earlier case against
the Middlesboro Housing Authority, the
state Commission on Human Rights has

Saccharin Bill
Awaits Signature
WASHINGTON ( AP) — A
bill that would block until June
30, 1981, government efforts to
take the artificial sweetner
saccharin off the market is
awaiting President Carter's
signature.
The Senate completed congressional action on the
measure by approving it on a
voice vote Monday.
The Food and Drug Administration proposed banning the sale of saccharin as a
general food additive in 1977
after a Canadian study showed it causes cancer in test
animals. The FDA is required
by law to remove any additive
that is unsafe or is found to
cause cancer in animals or
humans.

• Asked all Kentucky public housing
authorities to eliminate segregation
completely in its projects
Although the report stated that
overall progress had been made in the
three years since the corrumssion's 1977
report titled "Public Housing In Kentucky Is Slow To Desegregate," the
commission recommends that no new
projects be built in an area already
heavily segregated so as to give the impression that it is meant to serve one
race.
"Since public housing is only one part
of a larger community, its problems affect more than just those people who
are its actual tenants. When an entire
,project is segregated, it in turn has a
segregating effect on surrounding
schools, churches and parks and
ultimately can lead to a cornmunitywide perception of a given area
as a ghetto, a neighborhood to be shunned rather than developed to its maximum potential for all citizens," the
commission report states.

hy-yria* 7r
For Father's Day

HAVE WE GOTA
TRIMMER FOR YOU.

WEEDEATER

Stock Market
Prices of stocks of local interest sill
am. CST today furnished to The Murray
Ledger & Times by First ot Michigan
Corp., of Murray,
+2.30
Industrial Average
77% +54
Air Products
5 unc
American Motors
39% +4
Ashland
53% +4
Amencan Telephone
644 unc
Chrysler
23% -%
Ford Motor
12% -‘e
G.A F
unc
General Care
64% -%
General Dynamics
44% +%
General Motors
16% -AS
General Tire
18% -1-94
Goodrich
IVA one
Goodyear
434 +4
Gulf Oil
15 -%
Hardens
29% 44
Heublein
5744 +v.
IB M
164B 20A
Jenco
22 -%
K-Mart
1111% -44
Pennwalt
13% +%
Quaker Oats
37% +%
Texaco
38% +19,
Wal Mart
16413 164A
Wendy's

Murray Lawn &
Garden Center
208 E. Main — 753-3361

rHopkinsville Federal
Savings & Loan Assn.

1268 LATEX
)795
Reg. Price$
Reg. Price $10.95 NOW

$050
Pe, Gal

2 Gal. Pail 1268 Latex ONLY $
Save $8.00 on 2 Gal. Pail

995

Latex Enamel Reg. Price $13.75 Per Gal.NOW
$1 1 Per Gal

Whatever the

"Game"

Prepasted-Strippable-Wallpaper

Money Market Certificate

In Stock Patterns Only

June Rate

For Your Perfect Dad

9.50%

Corn-Austin

* Reg $13.90 Per Double

ONLY $12.00 per
double

0
4

4,
•

30 Month

Reg $11 00 Per Double

ONLY $10.00 per

Tinytea.sy
prredweeed vnly1 'or Olorewenev.

double

Reg $11.00 Per Double ONLY 8.00 n

(

double

Dupety
SALE

Compounded Daily
Effective Annual Yield 9.965%
Subutanlial Interest Penaky
For far% Certificate Withdrawal
,N 1104y,
011.11111.

BEE

r ABA ir
20%0FF
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CARPET SALE
Still in progress - come in - check
our prices. Shag sculptured - in-

stalled only $10.50 with pad

%Er Law.bowl ho {MAN

MURRAY DOWNTOWN
BRANCH
7th and Main
753.7921

NWRRAY SOUTH
BRANCH
715 So. 12th St.
753-1214

has

the perfect "Match"
Jaymar-Sansabelt trousers-vs-monogrammed shirts
Arnold Palmer golf wear-vs-Jimmy Conners tennis
Florsheim docksider shoes-vs-hod belts
Calvin Klein jeans-vs-knits by Robert Bruce

Complete the "see from our gift and accessories
dept.

Corn-Austin Co.
Downtown

„I

BEST COPY AVAILABL

